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By Macollvie .Iean-Franecis
Copy Editor
- It was a day to remember. On May
II, Baruch held its annual Spring

Fling at the Armory.
During clubhours, thousands of
studen~g9taCl'i8.lceto 'enjoy activities su~~bing~basketball
game~he{lIlip~ng, palm-reading,
min~at~If-";~9 sk.i-bal.1. With
music bOOri'tmg over their voices and
while chewing on delicacies such as
candied apples, the smiling students
milled about and attempted to win
various prizes from the booths.
"It was cool." said Tracy, a participant. "The laser tag was the best."
..It was fun." concurred Rafael,
another participant.
Those who organized the event
seemed happy with the turnout as
well.
,
"It was extremely successful,"
said Luz Rodriguez. Assistant
Director of the' Office of Student
Life, which organized it. .. It was -sat- isfying to know that with all the work
we put into it...students. faculty, and
administrators were happy.'
Accoring to Rodriguez., the goal of
Spring Fling is to provide an atmosphere for students to enjoy themselves since Baruch does not usually
- feefly have'su-cti big events:.
.
, -:-""'t had a good tiilic~'Jemrifer''.

Ding of the Golden Key Honor
Societv. "Luz and Student Life
helped a lot with the prizes." Among
the prizes Golden Key offered were
srnily-faced balloons with arms and
legs and becnie bags.
To Matthew Berger. who helped
Students enjoying Spring Fling' at the 'Armory last Thursday afternoon. Many clubs and. organizations were in attenda~ each one had a special
run the Celtic clubs booth. the fact
"booth"
setup where students were able to participate in different types of games. (Photo/Adam Ostaszewski)
that he can help people have a good
time is the reason he participated.
Students. the West Indian Cultural
Highlights included' the belly students was the one where they got a mountain bike lured many students
Berger also said that contributing to
Society. SEEK. WBMB, Alpha Phi
dancer. A crowd encircled the
beaded necklaces with their names to the Toys 'R Us booth.
Student Life events is a good way to
Delta. and the Management Society.
woman adorned in traditional Indian engraved in a grain of rice, swirling
"I'm on top of the world:' shoutAmong the dign itaries present ~IUL-'J,;}...;:w~~Lp<.I.L.L.u.a.....LLll~..J,.l3~Jia,L-..lU._'L.,f5ol'I~...r..J.l~IU.IJia....D.I..u.rJoIL.\W-'W...u.,g-"=--)d"L~u........~~~XLL&.ld.L..&Uo'--oUo~~
~
give back to the 0 ffi cc's adm in istragarb as she swayed her hips.. twjsted
jn a glass contajner Another attraced one student when he reached........the
tors.
were President-elect Edward Regan
her body and extended her arms to
top of the mountain. Indeed, Spring
tion was the miniature golf booth,
The festive event was sponsored
and Dean of Student Affairs Sam
move her golden covered fabrics.
which offered a red and white teddy
Fling's delivery of such fun and
by various.student clubs. Among Johnson.
One spectator even joined her in the bear that many females wanted in
excitement is what propels it to the
those present were the Ticker, the -- "It feels great," said Regan about circle and started dancing on her their bag of goodies. Rock climbing, top of many students' lists of Baruch
National Association of Nigerian
being there.
own. One booth that attracted a lot of yo-yos and the possibility of winning events to attend.
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Excessive Exercise Can Lead to TI'oubIe
In Features:
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The Caribbean Pageant, Livin' La Vida Loca, The
Ombudsman, The Caper Phenomenon, The Philosopher

.,

See Page5

In OplEds:
Everyone goes out with a final bang and a couple of
cheap shots

See Page7
In Business: '
Baruch and Jobtrack bring opportun ities to students .

See Pagel3
In Sports:
The sports year in
review, Minners' final
commentary

. See Back Page,
In Asylum:'
~
.~,

Three inmates say
goodbye forever, Music
reviews, Animation
archives, mOTe...

See Asylum
The Groovy Asylum Gang Is let out of
the institution.

By Sasha Gelpi
Staff Writer
Exercise Bulimia is an
addictive disorder that incorporates
excessive exercising and unhealthy
eating habits accompanying the disorder is depression, obsessive-compulsive behavior or anxiety.

A lot of people are not aware of ner's high is when adrenaline kicks in
the eating disorder that has been on
to override exhaustion, a dangerous
the rise over the past five years and
situation if the person has an injury
affects one quarter of 8 million people and persists on working out ignoring
in America according to Dr. Sacker,
the pain.
director of Eating Disorders program
When asked if they had heard of
at Brookdale Medical Center
exercise bulimia, both Michelle
People who generally experience
ViII alta of the Women's Volleyball
this disease are using team and Louie Pento of the Men's
Exercise Bulimia as
Basketball team at Baruch. both
a mechanism of conreplied that they hadn't.
·trol for underlying
"I wouldn't think [exetcise] is a
issues that are not
bad thing, I would think it's a good
resolved.
Unlike
thing," said Pento. Both are educated
anorexia and bulim- on exercise and the dangers of bulimia, the person purges
ia but never of the two combined.
himself or herself by
"Most people would think exercise
work-mg out-fi.ve·-ro-u~-is~~-it-tsbut only- -~.
six hours a day. The
in moderation," said Brian Cork, a
::~ person with this disstudent aide for the Director of
:~~~~ order finds comfort Athletics. "Too much of anything is
·.:;;:;:~~m~!~ through exercising no good."
: is.·," ..,.... .;: ::tq@~H~ morning, noon and
Sacker is also the founder of
.~: ~:·:~ttl_ night, experiencing Help End Eating Disorders (HEED).
a.ueh studeiaplay " ...... at the BaruCh GymnasIum.
thi
fa" '
H I"
th hara
. '.
f
I
AIIIlilli who . . c:amp Ililly dIdc 1111 d to bllllliitng 1heIr
some ng.o a rune ists ~ c
ctenstlcs 0 peop e
hila" tnarbeln .... of--=aunllltngtDDRl•• bulimia.
ner's high." A runSee ADDICTIVE, Page 3
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Addictive Eating DisorderAffects
Ambitious Atbletes·

l'ILliAHt.
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IIiE¥ST

APHRODISIAC
IN

NEw YORK.-

"frenetically creative and

HIIABI'."
--8ISI£SS

CITYsEAAcH

"ANYONE WHO'S

FANTASIZED ABOUT
BOOGEYING AT

STUDIO 54

AIEII TlIE 81 SIlIESPEAIE'S CUNEI!

SHOULD UNE UP FO~
THE DONKEY SHOW.
TIME OUT HeN lOAIC

BRING THIS FLYER TO

OR CALL

CLUB EL FLAMINGO

TICKETMASTER

547W2IST BTWN 10TH & 11TH

212.30~4100 AND MENTION CODE: STU20

DOORS OPEN 1/2 HOUR BEFORE SHOW: THURSDAY - SUNDAY AT BPM • MUST BE IS TO ENTER

suffering from exercise bulimia. "Sufferers of
this disorder have a predisposition to be constantly exercising, exercise begins to replace
social behavior, increased isolation, breaking
of dates, not going out and avoiding call
backs;" said Sacker. "Not seeing friends as
often and justifying the exercise as something
that is helping them feel better, [and] the need
to be in constant motion, if not they become
depressed."
A serious condition exercise bulimia affects
both men and women and can lead to stress
fractures, frequent injuries, breakdown of musdes rather than muscle .build up, possibly herniated disks. Women are susceptible to miscarriage or the loss of menstrual cycle which left
untreated can lead to permanent osteoporosis in
women.
Exercise bulimia is one of the hardest eating
disorders to diagnose due to the overwhelming
acceptance of being thin. "Actually, I had an
experience where a pregnant woman rode the
exercise bike at the gym and then went for ajog
even though she looked fit and petite to me,"
said Villalta.
Professor Eng, director ofAthletics at Baruch,
has been teaching physical education her for 26
years and understands how exercise bulimia
can affect students. 'The fitness craze on being
thin from magazines, media and celebrities
show extremely thin bodies." said Eng. "Health
club definition' and fitness regimen has set at
standard of "skinny" along with muscle defini-

tion attained through lack of food and extreme
workout is very unhealthy."
Baruch takes measures to intervene on behalf
of students who exhibit signs of eating disorders. Eng and coaches at Baruch make sure to
monitor and refer students to the Counseling
Center if necessary. The first step is for the person to admit they have
eating disorder said
both Professor Eng and Dr, Sacker.
Help is available to those who want to stop
their eating disorder. "It is always important to
seek help without feeling embarrassed,...no
stigma," said Dr. W. David Cheng, director of
the Counseling Center, located in the 360 Park
Ave building. The Counseling Center has a support' group headed by Dr. Mindy Hirsch every
Wednesday at 1 p.m.- 2 p.m. The Eating
Disorder Food Issues Group and other workshops that deal with body image and selfesteem offer a place for students to explore
their behavior, "Students should seek individual counseling and a support group for eating
disorders," urges Cheng.
Sacker advises patients to get professional help from someone who specializes in eating
disorders, "The bottom line is that no matter
how long you have struggled with [exercise
bulimia or other eating disorders], you have got
to maintain hope. You can recover. If you
relapse, you have to dust yourself off, stand
back up and continue to take baby steps."

an

The Ticker Bids Adie.u
To Our Parting Staff

I
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DID YOU TAKE IT?
DID YOU MAKE IT?
DON'T JUST AGONIZE•••
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·The Science of The
Human Genome Project
By Hubert Reyes
News Editor

Continued from front

"ft0thin9 short of "

.
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David Allan Blanks, Editor-in-Cbief, A.K.A
X, Dasnn, Krazo, ?!? The office won't be
the same without the rantings and ravings of
the psychotic self-proClaimed sage and his
twenty-one different personalities!

some have said that a whole map of our genes
may come as early as 200 I but that is not a
definitive date.
In order to fully understand what the Human
Genome Project actually is and what it actually
does, one should know more about DNA and
the genome. DNA is short for deoxyribonucleic
acid, it is the stuff that genes are made of and
genes are the carriers of biological information,
According to Susan Aldridge, author of The
Thread ofLift: The Story ofGenes and Genetic
Engineering, this information is ~' ... translated
into the characteristics of living things and is
passed on down the generations."
There are four different bases found in DNA~
they are Adenine, Thymine, Guanine, and
Cytosine. They can be symbolized by the letters
A, T, G, and C. These bases have been found to
stick to each other. The bases pair up, 1he
Adenine (A) goes with the Thymine (T) and the
Guanine (G) goes with the Cytosine (C). "Each
gene is a sequence of bases that governs the
production of a certain protein, so the sequence
of bases that forms a gene can be viewed as a
"code" for producing a protein; hence, the term
genetic code" (Behrens and Rosen 551). The
Proteins that are produced by the genes are the
ones that determine many of the organism's
physical and behavioral characteristics.
"The sum total of the DNA in an organism is
known as its genome" (Aldridge). The size of a
genome differs within. different organisms,
since different organisms will have more DNA
than others.
"The C-value is a measure of the amount of
DNA in... [an organism]. It is measured in
picograms of DNA in a single cell" (Aldridge).
In order to get the whole mass of the DNA. you
would tfii:i1ttply the C-value by the total number
of ~ present.
,
A typical number that you would get when
this is done is something like, .004 picograms.
This tells us that this genome has a DNA molecule with 4 million base pairs (bp). Since DNA
is a double helix, scientists like to talk about
them in bp or in kilobase pairs (kbp). Hurnan~
have aboutJ million kbp of DNA in eac~.celL.
These base pairs are the things that scientist will
be trying to map out in the Human Genome
Project.
The mapping of genomes, whether animal.
plant. or human has become a major thing in the
international scientific community. The aim of
these projects is to make different types of
maps. The most detailed of the maps would be
the entire sequence of a genome from start to
finish. This task would be like ..... producing a
map of a country that gave the location of each
house" (Aldridge). This would be the desired
aim for genome mappers but it will take many
years to complete such a task for animals and
humans.

After a decade of research and hard
work, scientists all over the country are finally
reaching their goal of mapping out the entire
human genome. Through the process of bioengineering, scientists will soon have a complete map of what every gene in the human
body does.
By now the race to ascertain the function of
every human gene has been publicized to the
public. Whether it has been well received or
not, people still do not know what a human
genome actually is. Most are not sure how scientists are progressing or how they are able to
figure out what each individual gene does.
"I'm really don't know what the Human
Genome is but I have heard and seen headlines
about it in the New York Times," said Yajaira
Roman, a sophmore. "I think people should
educate themselves on this topic because soon it
may be of importance to everyone."
In order to better understand the race to map
the human genome, here 'is a quick primer on
what a genome is and what scientist are up
against.
The following are excerpts from a research
paper done on the Human Genome Project two
years ago,
According to Laurance Behrens and Leonard
J. -Rosen, authors of Writing and Reading
Across the Curriculum, biotechnology is the
mixture of "all the studies and techniques that
combine the ideas and needs of biology and
medicine with engineering". As of recently
biotechnology has come to be more closely
associated with the " controversial. .. areas of
genetic engineering,
and human genetics, .. .,
(Behrens and Rosen).
Genetic engineering is a branch of biotechnology, it is "the application of the knowledge
obtained from genetic investigations to the
solution of such problems as infertility, diseases, food production. waste disposal; and
improvement of a species" (qtd. in Behrens and
Rosen). It is also known as gene splicing and as
recombinant DNA technology. With genetic
engineering it is possible to transfer a gene with
a certain desired effect. to another person who
does not have it.
In order for these things to be done, scientists
must know which genes do what in our bodies.
This is where the Human Genome Project
comes in. The Human Genome Project is .. an
international effort to determine and map all
human genes. of which there are assumed to be
approximately one hundred thousand," writes
Craig Holdrege in his book Genetics and the
Manipulation of Lift: The Forgotten Factor of
Context. This project began in the late 1980's in
laboratories around the world and is still going,

Senior Staff Warrior Kiro
Kiruza (r), An enigma, a
lover not a fighter; and an all
around bight.

DO SOMETHING!
For a better score,
you better go now to
www.LearnX.com~

.Jon Minners (r), Arts
Editor. Jono's'fiery
MinDers' Commentaries
will leave a lasting impression on the minds of those
Insulted, No one could
write up an issue like him,
literally a whole issue.

Our online practite test has been
developed with the help of CUN'r
Math &. English Instructors,

LeornX.(om Help)
People Surceea!

Correction:

TEST PREPARATiON BOOKS AT ALL MAJOR 8ooKSTORES.

OR CAll TOll FREE: 1.888.551.5627

In the May 8 issue of the Ticker, the article
"Baruch Accommodates Disabled Students"
incorrectly stated that the Office of Services
for Students with Disabilities was working
with the Massachusetts Institute of ,
Technology.
j
An apology is owed to students with disabilities. These students were labeled as disabled
students, a now outdated and politically incorrect term...
The Ticker would also like to apologize to
our readers for any inaccuracies. .

From left to right: Hasani Gittens (Op-Eds Editor), Kenyatta Pious (Spo~
Editor), Kin Ping Koo (Arts, Editor), Mark Heron "(politiesl Columnist),
Germaaia Vasquez,
Bryan Fleek (Managing Editor). The masterminds behind the Ticker for the . Features Editor.. New to
last couple of years, good luck with your future aspirations. Hasani's wisthe editorial staff but a
dom, Kenyatta's gentle demeanor, Kin's' enthusiasm, Mark's partying ways, IODgtime aDd dedIcated
staff writer.
and Bryan's subtle manner will aU be missed around the Ticker office.
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"Celebrating the Strength of the Caribbean Spirit"
By Trisha Thomas
Senior Staff Writer

The theme, 'Celebrating the Strength
of the Caribbean Spirit,' explains exactly what
Caribbean week is all about. Last week,
Caribbean people got a chance to celebrate and
educate the campus about their rich and colorful culture. One event featured during the week
was the Mr. and Ms. CariBaruch Pageant on
Tuesday 9th, hosted by the West Indian
-Cultural Club, The Caribbean Students
Association, and the Table Tennis Club. In the
pageant, both male and female contestants vie
for -the respective titles. They are given a
chance to strut their stuff, represent their
islands. and have fun.
The event got off at 7 p.m. West Indian
time- fashionably late. The show began with
the introduction of the judges by MC Novia
Gayle. Among the judges were Sara Garibaldi,
president of the Undergraduate Student
Government and Braulio Medina, the Vice
President of USG. There was a tremendously
good turnout, as students came out to support
their friends, clubs and, of course, to represent
their countries.
The contestants who participated
were Gazelle of Barbados, Davey of Antigua,

Jean nf 1taitt,-:fas:on-ofTrinidad, Peta-Gaye of
Jamaica, Tony of Haiti, Kerri of Trinidad,
Derwett of Jamaica, and Fiona of Guyana.
The contest began with the participants introducing themselves and their countries. Jason Nicholas of Trinidad won as Mr.
CariBaruch for the year 2000-200 l. It came as
not surprise; Jason came out adorned in a
Trinidad flag tied to his neck, cascading down
his back and Trinidad bandannas around his

"lorldco JJLC
I\/Y LI~}\GlJE, GltA.DS FRO}iI TOP
SCHOOLS
y}lantedfor position of
Equit:J Trailer

By Germania Vasquez

Features Editor
This is the last issue I will be editing, since I
graduate. I wanted to quote "The Caper
Phenomenon," a come back from adversity
section of a book written by Daniel S. Wolk. It
IS an inspirational piece.
For those who don't know what a caper is: it
IS a plant that grows stubbornly. No matter
how many times it is cut; it branches again,
without been watered.
Mr Wolks says. "at one time or another each
of us experiences a period when our days seem
too heavy to bear; when the life-giving forces
of laughter, love, contentment evaporate and
are cut away at the roots. Where do we find
the inspiration to come back? From within.
The Caper Phenomenon assumes we are more
self-sufficient than we might acknowledge. No
one fertilizes the caper. No one waters this
stubborn plant, but somehow the caper draws
upon inner resources."
God bless us all.

Worldco LL,C~ an established "self clearing" trading
firm, seeks bright determined individuals with the drive
and commitmenr to become successful traders,
For those wirh 3,5+ GPs~Js~ a chance to trade with
firm's capital, with no capital contribution of your
own.

Still Time for Golden Key
Membership

o

It has been brought to our attention that a number of transfer students who will be graduating
in June or at the end of summer session may be
eligible to join Golden Key. The delay in the
evaluation of transfer work taken abroad may
have resulted in high academic achievers never
having been informed of their membership eligibility. If an undergraduate student possess a
cumulative grade point average of 3.3 or higher
and will graduate in June or at the closure of
summer session. and wishes to join Golden Key
they should contad Dean Ron Aaron in Room
1702, 360 P~~,_or ~H_hjJ!l ~_ ~O~-:6B'Q·_ • __

CO
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an extempore song, backed by his "band" of
two guys, one pounding the podium and the
other with bottle and spoon creating the rhythm
for which Jason did his thing. In his song, Jason
professed the splendor of all that is Caribbean.
Despite stumbling once, his number went off
with a huge round of applause. Peta-Gaye,
dressed in traditional Jamaican costume, did a
monologue ofa Jamaican folk poem, served up
with her beautiful Jamaican accent. Tony read a
poem first in French and then in English.
Derwett read a poem written by his father about
the ills happening in society. Fiona did what
she says she does best: braid hair. She demonstrated by braiding part of someone's hair, She
then proceeded to hand out business cards.
After a brief intermission, where
West Indian food was served with lovely soca
and reggae music provided by OJ Kabran, the
evening wear segment began. The contestants
Ms. and Mr. C8riBaruch pose for a picture
strutted their stuff, with the ladies in gorgeous
after being crowned. (PhotalTrisha Thomas)
evening dresses and the men in GQ-type suits.
academic year is Jason of Trinidad. Applause.
The contestants await the judges' deciThe contestants were all asked a question per- The new Ms. CariBaruch of the new is Jean of
sions. (PhotolTrisha Thomas)
taining to their island. Both Haitian entrants Trinidad. More Applause. The former holders
though were from Jean, Jason, Peta-Gaye, and, spoke of their love for the land of their birth.
of the titles, Rachelle Louis and Christopher
of course, Fiona. Gazelle was the first one to
They mentioned the strong brotherhood that CatweU, handed over the crown and staff to the
appear. She delivered a rendition of Maya exists in the Haitian community, especially evi- 2000 winners. The audience seemed happy
Angelou's, "I Rise." Davey followed with a dent when police brutality rained in on their with the results as these two were the audience
heart pounding rendition of a poem titled,
c~mm~~il]'_!~~n-!Iy._Fi~!l'!. ~n ~s category ~ ~tavorites._~_U~tbe_~o.t~tants_did~ ~t job.._
-When-lMaKeThveToyou.~rneOne
sliOiit..:- - for~ women tho~,-when she_"SP.Qk.~:LOf~ _baas Qtrto-aU:ot them
ed, "Lyrics fuh so" while one Iady-. next sai(f, ambition to create AIDS preventive centers in"
The event was no doubt enjoyable for
"These fellas up in here should be writing Guyana and to educate Guyana's youth on all in attendance. The organizers very pleased
down dis ting." Davey promised that when he health concerns.
with how the event turned out. West Indians
"makes love to you, it's Iike 90 degrees in the
After this segment, came the distrib- represented and celebrated their culture beautiWinter." He left the ladies craving for more.
ution of prizes. The judges were all given a rose fully. Congratulations to Jason and Jean, and to
Jean delivered a sweet Haitian song that led to and a candieholder. The contestants each all the participants in the show. It was obvious
making her the favorite among the audience.
received gift bags. Then came the announce- that you all were having as much fun as I was.
ment of the winners. Drum roll please...
Jason, now the crowd favorite,
Mr. CariBaruch for the 2000-2001
among the men delivered his own composition

"The Caper Phenomenon"
An Inspirational Piece

W'ORLDCOLLC. COi\1
i

head. He began by saying that he wished he
could have some sort of emblem to represent
his country. The crowd was roaring with laughter by this time. Like the other contestants
Jason followed with talking a little about himself.
The second part of the contest was
the talent segment. It proved to be very interesting. The audience cheered and was very
interactive. The most original performances
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The Ombudsman:
The~ Solution

to Problems Between
Students, Professors and Staff

c2J .,.;CorIO"'• .,.;Core.
~

J,tHI- Chen

CAlI

one "osr nor pl'A!J

By Trisha Thomas

Senior Staff Writer

Many students not satisfied with professors
who change due dates, give unreasonable
grades. do not follow course descriptions, do
not return papers on time, and the list continues, do not know what to do or where to go.
Have you ever encountered any of these problems with a professor or a member of the
administration and felt like you were backed
up in a corner? Maybe you didn't know where
to tum to, or maybe you just didn't have the
time to follow it up. Well the next time you get
a grade that you feel is unfair, and the professor doesn't care to listen to you, contact the
Ombudsman.
The Om buds-who you said?
The
Ombudsman is an individual who acts as a
neutral party when such confl icts occur
between the students and the faculty. Professor
Schwartzman has been a part of Baruch for 27
years and has been holding the position of
Ombudsman for the past six years.
·'A big part of my job entails being a good
listener, being open and accessible." Says
Schwartzman, Besides OMB duties,. When a
conflict arises between himself and one of his
own students, Schwartzman reeluses himself
from the sitQalion. This situation has never
happened.
.
TO~~~CQIlt1i~tbe OMS ~ ifneces• sary-seekS"to"Spe8k with the professor: if-the
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Hanging out at Spring Fling is where you can find many of those who are "Livin' - ,
La Vida Loca." If you are one of them and your picture IS not here, don't worry. If
you are Livin' La Vida Crazy, it probably shows. And if it doesn't, still don't worry, .
you can come out in the Ticker next semester.
. .
In any event, what the h-- is this phenomenon of Livin' La Vida ~oca? It ~efmltely
means a lot of things for different people. Whatever it means to Ricky Martin, I
~n't know; but what does it means to these girls and guys? Well, let's find oul.
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I am skipping my exam for this.
www.LearnX.com

www.LearnX.com

-----_

Having lots and lots of fun.
But how? You didn't tell us.

Improve Your CUNY
Skills AssessmentTests Score
By30% In Just 12 Hours
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So what do you guys think of Livin' La Vida Loca for this issue. I surely ~
had a lot of fun.
The Spring Fling was very fun. Thanks to these girls and guys for posing for the "Livin' La Vida Loca" section fof this last issue. If you readers
out there feel this is fun and and want it to continue, just tell the Ticker editors. Otherwise, sit back, relax, and enjoy..
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Raghu's Philosophy Corner

NOT:'

"I took the CUNY test, and, let's ius~
$OY I ciidn't do that great. So when it
'<NOS time to :oke the te~t again I mode
sure I was readv 1 Weq f online and took the

;1 r . ',,'t-,"
;<..?l.~ !~l ~.

B~

Raghu Bommasamudram

1 still remember thinking In my
sernor y ear of high school that I will major 10
marketing and minor In finance at Baruch
Then I decided to be major in finance and to do
a minor In math Last semester, I made ) et
another change- Instead of the 'qualitativeless'
math minor, I chose to minor 10 philosophy
Ihe funny thing IS that a major IS only one
entity that IS to be decided upon In a college
student's life Another thing to be pointed out IS
that these changes are clearly on the micro
level
Think of how change IS on the macro level. It
is incredible how rapidly things change in
Isome facets of life. As business majors. we will
be ckaJing with the rapid movements of vast
"1115
011 a daily basis. As COIlSWllCl'S.;
~ soc tbe many cnbana:ments being made in

-IIIIIDCY

the realm of technology In our cosmopolitan
Cit). w e see.how fashion IS alw a) s on the move.
With so much change taking place and with a
seemingly high rate of It, how can we know
anything substantial about this world: we can

only describe what happened yesterday and
w hat IS currently happening. Even w hat we
know of yesterday no longer exists; yesterday
has already passed Who IS to say With absolute
certainty that what we did yesterday or what
we are doing at this very moment IS not an illusion? In fact, this is what some of the religious
of the East believe. Interestingly enough. so did
Socrates' student Plato
According to Plato, there are two realities
Metaphysics is a branch of philosophy that pertains to reality and its underlying principles
according to
variety of theories that differ
from one to another as much as the designs of
automobiles. One branch is the material world,

a

which is what we live In and the other IS the
realm of Forms (also know as Universals.
Ideas. etc.). Our world, which is full of change,
IS an imperfect model of the other realm. A
demigod (an entity with god-like traits) created
our world out of clay-like material and based it
upon the realm of Forms; this realm contains
the essences of entities. For example. what
makes a bird a bird is that it has feathers. Its
essence is that it has feathers. Suppose, we said
that its essence is that it flies. This would be
Incorrect because some insects fly and they are
clearly not the same as birds.
According to Plato, regardless of whether or
not humans exist, this realm of forms exists; it
is eternal and exists in the mind of God. Each
object and creature not only has an essence that
exists in a separate realm outside of our own
material world, but each is related of each other
in a hierarchy (this implies a logical ordering of

them) As far as the copies of the Forms are
concerned. they are hardly as real as the Forms
themselves. As an example. our intelligence is
not as real as the form of intelligence in itself;
because our intelligence is impermanent and
subject to change. whereas 10 the realm of
Forms. it IS eternal.
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Universe, the meaning of life and
all that other good stuff?
Or maybe you're just plain bored
and have nothing better to do?
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This is the last time we're telling
you: Write for the Ticker!
Come to Rm1522J360PAS and
stake your claim on a column for
~ext semester.
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D emonlzlng

In the Interests of Public Safety
The Office of Public Safety does not feel that it is in its best interests to be compassionate. The Office of Public
Safety does not feel that it is in its best interests to be understanding of unforeseen circumstances nor does it see good relations with the student public as being in its best interests. After this weekend, it seems that the Office of Public Safety does
not feel it is in its best interest to be anything but a programmed mechanism of irrational authority.
On Sunday May 7, at approximately 8:00pm"a senior member of The Ticker editorial staff in dire need of possessions left in the Ticker office, attempted to briefly gain access to the facilities to procure the needed items. The staffer
explained to an officer via telephone that it was an emergency situation, that he was aware of the building being closed and
explained that access wouldn't have been requested if it weren't necessary. The officer, although not overtly disrespectful,
coldly denied the staffer access to the facilities. at which point the staffer went to the Office of Public Safety.
.
Once at the office, the staffer again attempted to explain the situation. In response, the supervisor, Ken Telford,
utilized all of his professional 'courtesy training to tell the staffer that his previous answer didn't mean to come over to the
office: it meant no and that w-as it. He was unresponsive to an assertion ofextenuating circumstances and his callousness
is a negative reflection upon the Office of Public Safety.
_
He claimed that he could not open the building, which is not true. What is true is that there is an executive mandate that says that Baruch's 360 Building is closed from Saturday afternoon to Monday Morning every weekend. The reason beingthat Baruch's lease of the space does not allow for the landlord to share in liability if an accident were to occur
during this time.
By constitutional law we are guaranteed the right to free speech, but that does not mean that a person has the right
to shout "fire" in a crowded theater. The point of this observation is this: no rule, guideline, law or: mandate is inflexible in
that. given a certain set of circumstances. the edict cannot be adjusted for a greater good or purpose. That is. unless you are
a student at Baruch and that greater cause is common courtesy.
As for the liability issue. by blindly enforcing this rule with no exception, a rule unpopular with students and faculty alike, Baruch may be opening itself up to even further liability. Hypothetically speaking, what if a person needed to
gain access to the facilities to retrieve an item that was necessary to their well being, for instance a special medication, that
had been left behind. Imagine that person being turned away by inflexible Public Safety officers and the lawsuit that would
result if this situation led to a serious incident.
Additionally, any attorney worth his salt would not allow his client to shoulder responsibility in a case where blatant negligence from another party has caused a situation regardless of what wording a lease may have. So this rule also
shows that Baruch College does not have any confidence in its legal staff.
In short. Baruch really needs to re-evaluate this inflexible policy. It is too late for our staffer, but hopefully, a similar incident will not occur with anyone else.
There is, however, one thing that this experience has shown about the Office of Public Safety. It does feel that bad
press is in its best interests.

By Mark Wiesner
. Contributing Writer

Hubert Reyes
Editor-in Chief"
ticker _news(g)scsu. baruch. cuny. edu

As a reader of the Ticker and an aspiring
writer, I feel shocked at what has been going
on with supporters of Giuliani. Time and time
again, the liberal press at this college and the
liberal Establishment media has often made us
think that Giuliani goes after anyone who criticizes him. Well, what about going after people
who support him? What do you think you people have been doing?
I support Giuliani, mainly owing to the fact
that I am am a registered Republican. The people who put him in office think he's doing a
good job. This man took back the streets of
New York City.
Before Giuliani came to power, New York
was like a demilitarized zone. Crime ran rampant, people were robbed in broad daylight,
cops were too ineffective, and idiots like Koch
and Dinkins did very little to stop the insanity.
But Giuliani came to power and stopped the
madness. Crime dropped and people felt safe
to walk the streets once more.
People are happy with his handling of crime.
In fact, a poll from the CBS New York website
indicated that still an overwhelming number of
people said that they'd vote for Giuliani on
Election Day (80%) while few seemed to favor
Mrs. Carpetbagger, Hillary Clinton (17%).
This is also.reinforced by a New York Post poll
conducted by WNYW/Channel 5 News and
Zogby International that said 82% of peo
support him in spite of his sad diagnosis of
prostate cancer (my prayers are with this great
man that he will be okay). Apparently the peo-
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pIe are very satisfied with the way things are.
However, that does not excuse the incompetency of the NYPD when it comes to the accidental shootings of unarmed black men.
Giuliani had better get his act together with the
handling of these incidents and the irresponsible police officers. Such horrible events should
not have to happen again and there should be a
bipartisan approach to solve this matter.
On the other hand, there are idiots out there
who are antagonizing race relations. I'm talking about Hillary Clinton, the anti-Semitic
fatass Al Sharpton, and poorly informed, but
highly opinioned people like Nicole Lovell and
Jorge Ruiz. I've got news for your kind. You
are not uniting anyone against racial violence.
You are only dividing people more and more.
Especially in the face of such comments like
"That is why we throw rocks and bottles and
other things at the police." If irresponsible cops
and the radical leftists of Baruch abided by the
old proverb "Love Thy Neighbor," then maybe
we wouldn't have such animosity. You. idiots
should learn to show some respect to the
police. They put their lives on the line to make
our streets safe! And it's all thanks to Giuliani.
He's got my vote in November. In conclusion,
I praise Marco DeSena for his positive views
on Giuliani. It tooka lot of courageto stand
u to these radicals who often berate and belittie hose who do not conform to their views.
Yo are a brave soul, Mr. DeSena. You are very
ve.

Mr. Editor:
Please consider this as the third installment
in the ongoing debate about service at the
Bursars' office. Some weeks ago I responded
to an article by John Johnson about the terrible
service at the bursar's office. Mr. Johnson took
exception to some of the comments that I made and drafted
a response that was published
in the April 17th issue of The
Ticker. At first, I was inclined
to ignore his response but a
related article by Miss
Abrams caused me to reconsider.
With respect to Mr.
Johnson's letter let me just say
that he noted that he "may
have been offensive and
aggressive to a certain extent"
He also noted that we should
"cut the crap and focus on
how to solve the Baruch
staffs severe attitude problem" Well said Mr.
Johnson!' As long as you realize that is the situation, I have no further quarrel with you.
In her article in the May 1 issue, Ms. Abrams
noted that "students have complained about the
alleged slow service, ignorance and uncooperative demeanor the tellers they meet at the windows of the bursars office." Let me be the first
to say that this is no mere allegation. SERVICEATTHE BURSAR'S OFFICE SUCKS.!!
AS FOR THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE,
THEY ARE JUST TOO SLOW, MAINLY
BECAUSE OF A LACK OF STAFF DURING

-Mark Wiesner, Proud to be conservative,
fighting fora good future

PERIODS OF PEAK DEMAND FOR THEIR
SERVICES.
Micheal DeMarco, director of the Office of
the Bursar, may not be pleased with the negative publicity. I do not blame him, for being
concerned. Let me assure him that not ALL his
staff is incompetent. Some people do try to
help. When you
are working in a
situation where
there
is
not
enough staff to
handle the volume
of cusm~
tomers, it can
become demorala
izing' after
As for
while.
making
complaints to his
office, GIVE ME
A BREAK!! We
do not have the
time, or the inclination to be bothered with filing formal complaints, especially since there is a perception
way.
that not much will be done
I end with the comment at I hope that the
survey that Sunil Madra , Vice President of
Evening and Part-ti
student affairs in
Undergraduate Student Government is proposing will be taken seriously by all my fellow
students. Maybe then we can get a better picture of the problem with a view to implementing solutions.

OX

..

~

Donovan Wilson

e

Here it is, the end of yet another semester. I know I am not the only one who has thought, Why are we here? Why
are we in an institution that is run like a jail? Why are there so many stupid hoops the Bursar's, Registrar's and the Office
of Student Life make us jump through?
Baruch was recently granted the distinction of being the most diverse school in the country. So we are a fuller
Cravola box. Does that make us a better school?
.Engage in a conversation with any student, and right away they will speak of their dissatisfaction with the quality
of services provided. Is the staff incapable of dealing with this diversified population? Are there cultural clashes?
Take a look at the staff. That's not really the issue now is it?
For the inmates, that is what Baruch is well known for. Failure to communicate. Between students and teachers,
students and security. students and rude. unprofessional administrators. In this institution. busying itself with cranking out
the "leaders" of tomorrow. the people that are supposed to educate and be examples for us are showing us neither compassion nor humanity. Instead. they treat us like flies buzzing around their head. Someone needs to expose the banality of their
limited perspective!
Students don't have to take it. Take action! Get active. Use your student activity fee. I'll tell you a secret- that fee
is actually a bargain. It almost makes the other sins of Baruch venial. Considering what Baruch offers, that fee is one of
the only things worth paying for at Baruch. You' II be surprised at how very little can go a long way. Baruch is what you,
the student. make of it. Don't whine about how it lacks as a commuter school' because it doesn't have to be that way.
As I move forth from this system into the next, I hope things change. I'd like to be able to proudly tell people I graduated from this school. That won't happen for any of us unless we learn to color better.

Reflections
How quickly a semester passes. For some, just another step towards graduation; for others, the last step before reality. No more schooL no more structure. Hello world. Panic.
It is difficult to categorize the feelings of students who are poised on the brink of graduation. Seniors counting
down the last days. sitting through the last minutes of the last lectures they will ever sit through, banging out what might be
the last term papers of their lives. The eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month of the life of a Baruch student.
L ike the I ist of battles engraved in stone on the armory facade of the 42nd Regiment, Baruch students have fought
their own personal battles: full-time jobs. professors dreaded and deadlines missed. Calculus. All obstacles overcome to
reach the end of their academic careers.
But. like Arm istice Day. the end of one era is nothing more than the beginning of another. Beyond the final exams,
the office hours. the doors of the 18th street building, lie new challenges beyond graduation. Careers to begin, events to
shape and lives to lead.
"
With the hundreds of thousands of students who call Baruch their alma mater leading the way.

Michael Papilsky
tickerbu.s@usa.net

Business Manager

Tali Dvir

Politics and 'Stuff:

Webmaster*

Jessica Rubenstein •••••,. _.Ad.vertising Manager

*Denotes acting

lie, believe them. Suffice it to say the following spring, I was back at Baruch. I was still
disgusted but there was hope.
I found out in freshmen orientation where the
Well my friends it's time to say good-bye.
Student Government was. Being a student of
This will be my last article in the Ticker as a
politics I headed straight there after class. It
student. Godwilling that I pass all my classes
was then that I started to like being at Baruch.
and tum in my papers from last semester, I will
On my way to the heart of the school I bumped
be one of the graduates in the class of 2000.
into a brother from Alpha Phi Delta by the
I have to say that this past year has caught me
name of George. I was amazed that Baruch had
retlecting a lot on my past years at Baruch. I
a fraternity, my impression up until now was
have to say that my college years did not go as
that this school sucked because they had no
I intended. I had no intention of coming to
social life, no fraternities, no sororities, no
Baruch, much less graduating from here. Like
clubs, basically no life within the school. Boy
most High School seniors, I intended to go
was I wrong, I asked this brother a few quesaway and enjoy my college years. I had
tions,
he was forthcoming, and invited me to
planned on partying up a storm on a "real camcome to a meeting. I put that in the back of my
pus." I also looked" forward to rooming in a
mind headed over to Student Government,
dorm, joining a Fraternity and all in all do a lot
found the Ticker and also started sitting in on a
of things that I couldn't tell my future kids
few meetings. That same semester, I helped out
about. Needless to say I am graduating from
on my first college campaign, I made up my
Baruch.
mind then that one year I would run. I did and
I will never forget my first semester at
lost; but no matter, from that experience I realBaruch, first off there was no phone registraized that I could have fun years at Baruch, and
tion. That, my friend, is a new thing to
they were ..
Baruchians. I remember waiting on line at the
I mentioned previously that I found the heart
old building for nine hours just waiting to get
of this school. By the heart I mean the center of
to the computer terminals, which for some reathis school where everybody who cares about
son kept breaking down after every fifteen stuschool hangs out. By the heart I mean the
dents. I became really intimate with Baruch
floors where if you want to have some fun and
then (I ended up sleeping on the floor and
just chill between classes, there is always a
would only get up every half hour to move up
place for you. By the heart I mean that place
about three persons). I have to tell you I was
where if you are stranger arid you are n.ew to
very disappointed and disgusted. I went home,
this country and state or from-any ethnic group,.
slept on it and came back the next day and
there is a place for you. By the heart 1 mean
dropped everything. Then I went and got a job
at the GAP for that semester, yes I was one of . that place where if you want to debate, write or
just plain participate, there is a place for you.
those people. The following semester I made
By the heart I mean that place where if you
up my mind to go on to Bryant College, the
want some help, guidance or tips on surviving
college that I really wanted to go to. So in the
spring I came back to Baruch to take math and , in Baruch, there is a place for that. By the heart
I mean the' 14th and 15th floor of the 360
English, math I dropped because it was at 8
PASbuilding. This place is the living beating
a.m in the morning and there was no way in
heart of Baruch College. These students and
hell I .was ever going to make that class on
faculty take the time out from school, work and
time. Anyway that same semester I joined the
their free time to run, organize and participate
Anny Reserve, what can I say I hated Baruch
in school activities and organizations. The
as only a Baruchian could and I was bored. I
member and theofficers of these clubs should
mean the school has no school spirit, no sense
be congratulated. To name a few Alpha Phi
of community and a callousness that reminds
Delta, Gamma Phi Rho, Kappa Phi Alpha,
of the. business world. All in all if the Army
Theta Phi Gamma.; Mlllticul~ Club,
hadn't screwed up I wdU1d)have .~er· ~
~
. dub.. ~.~CIIII;~.PRIDE. ."
back to,.Raruch.. When'~ tell yeu -.atas.
_ ", .'
L
Mark Heron
Columnist
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Although the sun will never lose its heat, the sun does seem to set. The time has come for this sun to do just so.
This issue of The Ticker is the last to be printed under my administration as Editor-in-Chief. The last two years that I
have been with this organization were love, hell and right and I am grateful that I was able to have this opportunity. I
would like to thank all of the editors, writers, photographers and all of the people behind the production of this newspaper. The baton has been passed and I wish the best to the EIC-elect Hubert Reyes.
To all of you who thought that I was a lunatic, I'm sure that there isn't anymore doubt in your mind. I wish you
the best of malicious kindness.
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LASO,
The Ticker and the Student
Government.
Without these clubs and organizations I
would never have survived Baruch, again
thank you for letting me be a member and an
officer, a participant in a great experience. I
also have to give a special thank you to
Lemme, Angelo, K wan and the rest of the custodial crew. Thanks for all your hardwork and
looking out for a bunch of rowdy kids.
Another special thank you to all the hardworking folks in student life; namely Carl, Veronica,
Luz, Jeanette and the student staff. To the
Ticker staff who are always on the cutting edge
of every debate, and serve their purpose well.
Keep up the good work and keep fighting for
those of us who have no contacts, no money
and no voice. Thanks for giving me the opportunity to write whatever I want.
I could not end this piece without saying
good-bye to those who have stood by me in the
past and who will be with me in the future. To
those who if it were only them has made these
last four-and-a-half years worth it. To those
who are now a part of my extended family. To
those who I know I can depend on when the
going gets tough. To those that I have shared
so many memories with more to come. To
those that I have a bond with that is eternal. To
those no matter how heated the arguments
know that in the end we will be friends. To
those I need not say bye, because they will
always be there. To those who know how to
party and have a good time. To my brothers,
my friends my family, ALPHA PHI DELTA,
thanks.
Finally, to those of you who will still be here,
take heart and pride that when it is all said and
done, you will have earned your degree. To
those who work; go to school and still participate your efforts are noticed and appreciated.
For those of you who just come to school and
go home it is still not too late, be a part of
something greater than your serf, remember
.after college there will be work, kids and family, so enjoy it while you can. To the class of
Two Thousand (2000) CONGRATULATIONS! You've earned it. See you at the
Senior Bash, its tilDe to Party.
~..

They say that our economy is booming. So
wily aren't our pockets ~iAg? I'm speaking
for students who work at Baruch's well known
Registrar's office. Is it really true that student
aides who work in the Registrar's office are the
lowest paid out of all office workers in Baruch.
Why do they receive such low pay unlike other
student aides in Baruch?
Basically, I'mjust saying that we need more
money. We need money to pay for things like
books and transportation. This institution is
rolling in the dough. So why don't they just
spread the love and offset the dough? Why is it
that an alumni can shell out 10 million dollars
to the school and will have their names titled
on some parts of the school; but not give us
any. That should be used to pay us workers.
Trust me, we're worth it.
All we want is an increase in pay. How long
will we have to wait before we are emancipated from this new age of slavery?
A Concerned Baruch Student

A Few Words on the
Winner of the Speech
Festival
I think Netertari should've won the competition. Despite her melodic voice, Rosemary's
speech was factually inaccurate and way off
topic.
I don't know what the judges were looking
for.
Next year they should at least get judges who
are knowledgeable-about the topic.
Tamim Islam
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Last Respects
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Saying Goodbye to a Shepherd
By Damian Griffin
Columnist

..-

Ruth called me up in a frenzy of happiness.
She had just scored tickets to Cardinal
O'Connor's funeral and wanted to borrow my
wife's black pill-box hat.
"I thought it would be very Jackie 0'," she
said. "You know, with the President going to be
there and all." She had scored the tickets
through a friend whose husband's brother's
company had made a big donation to one of the
Mayor's senate campaign. "I gave her the
money that I was planning on using for that
booze cruise, but it is really worth it."
While my wife was looking for the hat, I kept
Ruth company on the phone. I didn't think that
she was Catholic, or even religious for the matter. Why the excitement?
"Listen, Damian, we are all of one faith in the
end, aren't we? Just because I haven't been in
St.Pat's since my sister visited in the 'eighties
doesn't mean that I can't feel the loss of the
Cardinal. Think about all he has done for this
city. It is a difficult job to be the shepherd of a
flock the size of NYC. Only the best get chosen and the men who chose him knew that he
was going to playa big role in the life of this
city. He is a successor to the apostles and led
his life just like they did, 'a laborious, careful
life.' Just look at his clothes and you'll see

what I mean. The linen rochet shows his
integrity, the purple is his fervent love of God,
and the long train that spreads so wide is like
his charity which spreads wide and touches all
men. Who of us has not been touched by his
charity?" .
.It was a hard argument to fight against. We
.should respect even more the secret society
that chose the Cardinal and is deliberating how
to chose his successor. If not for ·who they
chose, then at least for having survived through
to the 2 I st century as a private, all-male,
majority White organization that is able to
draw so much public attention in a democratic
society and not have any huge lawsuits against
it. And to think of the responsibilities of these
men, who, in the end were chosen by God, and
who must tell so many people what is and is
not moral.
There were a few questions I still wanted to
ask, but my wife had found the hat (a sharp little number that had been my aunt's in the 'sixties). So I just asked her about the people who
used to go to mass all the time there: did they
get to go to the funeral?
"I think they went to the wake," she told me.
"But this is more for us that didn't get to see
him much before so we can get in some final
respects. I'm going to try and get a piece of a
pew or something to go with the teddy bear I
got from Princess Di's memorial."

The Last
Hasani Gittens
Op-Eds Editor
Repent ye, for the kingdom of-heaven is· at
hand. Yes, the end is near. With a mere week to
go unti I finals, all of us here have our minds and
eyes turned to the sunny skies of summer fun
and freedom. No more school, no more books,
no more teachers dirty looks (well, except for
those of you who are foolish enough to take

summer credits.).
Either way, at least this term is over and
Hallelujah. It's been a good semester with much
fun andnobodyjemped out of any windows..
Many of my fellow departing staff members
have taken the opportunity to wax nostalgic in
this their final issue with the Ticker before graduating and/or moving on to greener pastures.
This is my final act as Op-Eds editor as well, but
all I can really say is., peace.

MY CHILD'S TEACH'ER IS

,
,
A CRACKHEAD! • •

On Thursday, May 5, 2000, the Daily News
carried an article entitled "OUT TEACH AS
ADDICT SAY DOCS." Apparently, an elementary school teacher in Brooklyn admitted
. to her doctor that she is addicted to heroin, pot
and alcohol. In fact, she stated that she is an
eight-bag-a-day user of heroin and sometimes
used it during .her lunch hour then returned to
school late. She expressed surprise that she had
not been fired as yet.
Doctors at Gracie Square Hospital in
Manhattan went to court to ask ajudge to overrule the confidentiality laws to allow them to
report this woman to the Board of Education
authorities. This case raises several issues.
First of all, should this woman's doctors have
the right to report her to the authorities in what
is clearly a case of endangering the welfare of
a child? I BELIEVE THAT THEY SHOULD!
I know that this will cause many people to raise
constitutional issues relating to the First
Amendment but I would be very interested to
hear the opinion of the justices on the Supreme
Court on this matter.
There are two other matters to be considered
in this 'Case. The first one is that state and federal laws bar the release of medical records
except in rare instances such as cases of suspected child abuse. I am sure, however, that the
argument could be made that this is one case
that cries out for an exception to be made to the
rule of law, The second matter relates to the
response of the local officials from Public
School 134, where this woman worked. They
noted that "they already have a significant file
on this teacher." Well, damn! Will they wait
until she starts sharing her heroin habit with

her students-if she has not done so alreadybefore they remove her from the classroom?
I know that the teachers' union is a very powerful body and, in the past, some of the stances
that they have taken on issues relating to their
members have been baffling to say the least.
Even those in that union that puts politics
before the welfare of children should be able to
see that this person deserves to be removed
from the classroom pending an investigation,
and ultimately fired if the allegations are substantiated.
By the way, did anyone notice that Baruch no
longer offers teacher education training degree
programs? Did you all know that most teachers
in New York City Public schools come from
CUNY and that many of them have great difficulty passing the certification examination? I
just thought this matter would be of interest to
our students, especially. those who have children, and I certainly hope that no one has a
child attending PS 134!
...,
NOTE: The Daily News reported in its May
9th issue that the teacher in question was fired
the day before-not for drug use, but for absenteeism and incompetence. "She will be formally dismissed at the end of the 10-day notification period," The article also noted that "no
action had been taken
, before because bilingual
special education teachers are scarce and the
principal doubted that she could find a replacement." The article ends with a paragraph that is
really scary: "ONLY SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS WHO POSE A RISK TO STUDENTS
CAN BE BARRED FROM WORKING IN
CITY SCHOOLS. INCOMPETENCE OR A
HIGH RATE OF ABSENTEEISM WOULD
NOT BE ENOUGH TO GUARANTEE THAT
SHE COULDN'T SURFACE IN ANOTHER
SCHOOL."

Apart from that... Well, actually there is noth-

administrators, I love .the power tripping securi-

By Donovan Wilson
Contributing Writer

ing-apart. from-~ but I ~Jd·YQU that.before.... .. ty.guards.l.loye-,eve.ryone.... ...." ....
You may think ·I'm on something right now
if you were fisten:ing.
There is love which is the whole of peace and
and you may be right, but I still love you
And before I go I'djust like to stick my tongue
how many times can I say I love you all. Yes, I
out at both Rudolph Giuliani and Howard Safir
for getting prostrate cancer. Yeah, I said it.

love Baruch. And, like the e-mail bug, I love the
waiting on long ass elevator lines, I love the
incoherent teachers, I love the money grubbing

The People's Voice
Peace and Blessings my people. I humbly
come to you offering the knowledge bestowed
upon me in an attempt to enlighten those who
are unav.. are. Since my start \\ ith this paper, I
have tried to voice my thoughts and express
r:1) feelings about m) people lach piece dis-':USSl'J an issue in particular or .ssuc-: in gcner...li ;1!1l:~ti'1g the condition of the Black :-;1C-':. ln
one ot 111> attempts to enlighten. I engaged in a
.v r ittcn confrontation witb \1r. v lnrco DcScna

his piece entitled "Re: Riots, Stop
G i u lian i Bashing." I was urged to write
because his article displayed him as a man
unav.. are of the Guiliani we the MinoritvMajority of New York have come to k novv •
My intentions were not to persecute Mr.
DeSena but rather defend those of us who
"throw the rocks, bottles. sticks, etc" at the
police and who express utter disgust for the
man we vehemently detest, Giuliani.
Through Mr. DeSena's eyes, Giuliani and the
police force may seem like an exemplary team
with a few glitches because when he awakes in
the morning and walks through the streets, fear
is not everpresent. His thoughts and actions
are not ruled by fear. The pol ice force comes to
his aid when necessary and the programs like
the war on drugs (Operation CONDOR) have
politely looked over his apartment when conducting routine "random raids" searching for
drugs (unlike poor Shameeka Smith from
Harlem, a 23 year old engineering major).
Giuliani has come into neighborhoods where
after rcacing

Mr. DeSena and others like him live and has
placed more trees, paved the roads, enforced
strict sanitation rules and has even created
"The Ne« 42nd Street" so he and his family
could have a place to eat and have fun. So
G iul iani looks I ike the "people's mayor."
Yeah, he is, )0 our people's may or.
How can I be excited or even tolerant of a
man who has public ly expressed intolerance'?
\1) people arc the ones Mayor Giuliani felt he
didnt need nor wanted to solicit votes from.
Once people have voted for Guil iani. he has an
obligation to fulfi l] mayor ial duties for them.
So if )OOU indirectly sa) "don't vote for me"
there is no obi igation to provide for us.
Programs like "cleaning the ne igborhood"
don't reach East New York or the "other side"
of Fort Greene and Flatbush in Brooklyn,
Jamaica Queens, or Castle Hill in the Bronx.
Instead we get the filth neighborhoods like Bay
Ridge, Richmond Hills, Westchester and
Manhattan didn't want. The current reconstruction of Harlem (which happens to be in
the White areas of Harlem) didn't come to our
neighborhoods. Instead we have abandoned or
demolished buildings that were "just too
expensive" to house homeless, destitu~ or
low-income families. So in the mist of the rubble lie the rats and roaches that create the asthma and bronchitis we now get at epidemic levels. Your Mayor, Mr.Desena, is evidently net
ours.
You say I shouldn't throw rocks, sticks, bottles, etc at the police force, because of the "fine
job" they are doing of protecting my mother,
father, daughter and son. Well Mr. Desens, let,
............

me tell you just how fine a job they are doing
of protecting my family. These police officers
stop my brothers on the streets because they
"look suspicious." They congregate on the
coner because there are no YMCA's or local
Boys Clubs for them to go to and they dress in
clothes that retlects their personal ity, not their
intellect level. If a confrontation with my
brothers and these police officers escalates
t most likely due to the provoking of the police
officers}, my brothers now are arrested and
enter the system. In the confines of the police
station. anything is possible. Don't believe me?
Ask Abner Louima. They become never-ending victims of the system. Don't believe me?
Ask Murnia Abu-Jamal or Geronimo Pratt.
Murnia is currently serving the 19th year of
two consecutive life sentences and faces execution by the end of the summer for a crime
HE DIDN'T COMMIT. And Geronimo Pratt
served 27 years for a crime HE DIDN'T COMMIT. Walking the street while being Black has
become a federal offense because
most
instances end in the death penalty. Amadou
Diallo, Patrick Dorismond, Malcolm Furgeson
are only the most recent.
My mother and daughter aren't absolved
from persecution from the police. They too
have been harrassed for either being or refusing to be a victim. Eleanor Bumpers was killed
because she proved to have strength and resistance to the police officers. And no thought or
consideration was given to her being an older
woman when they brought out her naked body
uncovered and brutally disfigured. They too

When we are constantly targeted and beaten
or killed, shuffling along and trying to turn the
other cheek is no longer an option. We do not
own the guns and 'nightsticks so we 'use what
we have. Rocks, bottles, sticks and things.
We foot soldiers are no less honorable than the
Palestinians, Bosnians, Chinese or Indian peopie fighting for their freedom and life.
My people, I leave you with a quote from a
classmate of mine. "We must understand to be
understood."
The Black on Black crime,
drugs, self-loathing and hatred of one another.
is not all from us. Read Wi lIe Lynch's "Let's
Make a Slav e." Understand that those of you
improperly educated, or not educated at all,
who have floated throught the education systern that are now in the prison system or poverty-sticken were given no other option but to be
as you are. How else are you .to gain life's
necessities other than by any means necessary?
Understand my people that your brothers and
sisters on the corner may be as intelligent as
those of you who are in institutions like
Baruch. Education can be gained from anywhere. Understand
when you are denied
knowledge of self you become someone 'else.
"Is it really freedom when our only option is
to imitate our opressor?"
--- H. Rap Brown
"Something is happening in our world today.
The masses of people are rising up and wherever they are assembled, the cry is the sameWE WANT TO BE FREE!"
---Martin Luther King Jr.
.
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A League of His Own
•

So the Baruch Speech Fe.tlval Sucked?
By Ginnine Winkler
Columnist
I will put off my usual spewage in this column of how I got frostbite in the 26th Street
building for now. So, the Ticker wrote in the
last issue that the Speech Festival sucked. Well,
it did! Not only because I didn't win (call me a
sore loser, I don't care) but for the fact that the
people who did win did not go according to the
competition's rules.
.
RULE I: 5-7 minutespeech.
I didn't see anyone timing the festival's
speakers. If this is going to be a serious competition, I say stop a speaker when their time
limit is up. The skill is to be effective in the
time allotted.'
RULE 2: Must be on the topic of "Business
and Education: A Partnership for the Future."
The first place winner, while talented, spoke
only about education. The third place winner
spoke about women in business and briefly
mentioned education. I could have spoken
about pink bunny rabbits and moved the audience a lot more; why did I stick to the topic?

Oh, and maybe I should have gotten a book
about pink bunny rabbits to read from, so I didn't' have to write most of my own speech.
As a speech major, though, I must tell you,
Mr. Minners, that the speech festival was supposed to be extemporaneous, which does NOT
mean memorized, but prepared with some
index cards. As a speech major, I have also
learned that one must know one's audience,
which was comprised largely of students.
Conversational is key, in order to not alienate
students. Do they want another lecture during
club hours? Those contestants, who geared
their speeches more to the judges won. Gosh,
gotta love academia.
Who was the real winner at the Speech festival? Mr. Lawrence Zicklin. Just contrast his
conversational style with those of the winners.
What a difference! Talk as if you are talking
with an audience, not to an audience! That is
real success.
Perhaps I was not an effective speaker at the
festival. But what was effective was the lesson
I learned: The rules aren't important, just win
the game. Good job Baruch!!!

By Damian Griffin
Senior Staff Writer
Once upon a time, there was a Iittle boy
named Jack. He was a very angry little boy.
Nobody was quite sure what little Jack was so
angry about, but angry he was.
Jack played on a tee-ball team for two years.
He thought that he was the best tee-ball player
in the world, and would get very upset whenever anyone would point out that there were no
winners or losers, no best or worst, because no
score was kept. Every week, any kid who
wanted to swing a bat was allowed to step up
to the plate and take his or her cuts at the ball.
No kid was denied.
"But I'm a starter." Jack would scream. "And
I curse and spit more than everybody else, and
I scratch my crotch." The adults would try to
explain to him that everybody was a starter,

and that cursing and sprtting were not what
made a good player. But little Jack would
screech, " I'm what people want. I'm the best."
So for two years, Jack stomped around the
dugout and acted silly. Then he graduated to
minor league, where he was expected to produce on the field more than expletives and saliva, and he slowly took the game to heart.
But there was something lingering in Jack
that would not let him just get on with his chosen vocation. His mother said that it had come
from an incident in his childhood, but no one
was sure. Jack had an odd hatred for the hotdog
seller at the ball field. It is impossible to tell if
this loathing was based on fear, but, for all that
his elders would admonish him and demonstrate the usefulness of the hotdog seller, especially when compared to the tee-ball player.
Jack remained angry. It would haunt him for
years to come.

~.

Enough Picking

On the Bursar's Office?
By Dara Abrams
Senior Staff Writer

Dear Mr. Wilson, Mr. Johnson, Tom, Dick, and
Harry:
I would like to put an end to this petty issue
of the Bursar's office once and for all so that
we can start fresh in the Fall semester with
more pertinent issues, Please, don't get me
wrong, I am not saying that the service in the
administrative offices is not an important issue,
but I went to the office that was complained
about with Mr. Madray ( a USG Vice
President) and we were able to get definitive
answers. The Director of the Bursar's office,
Mr. DeMarco told me personally that he did
not want these problems to persist. He is wi ll. ing to take care of the bad service, but if he
doesn't know who is. causing it, he can't do
anything. You yourself say that not all ofhis
staff is incompetent, so go and tell him specifically which one it is. This is the purpose of

making the formal complaint, it doesn't have to
be a long drawn out process.
In case I wasn't clear about it in my May l st
article of the Ticker, the procedure is simple.
The time you take to write articles about the
people in the Bursar's office, you can simply
walk those same letters over to Mr. DeMarco.
You can even do it anonymously if you choose.
Write a letter and tell him exactly who the person is and he will take it from there. If there
are several complaints about this same person,
then he will be forced to take the necessary
action. I think the same procedure would apply
if you feel there is a lack of staff. I don't
understand! You say you don't "have the time
or the inclination to be bothered with filing a
formal complaint," yet you complain. If JOU
won't have time to write a complaint now, then
what makes you think you wiH have time to f\\\
out the survey that is proposed for next fall. I
urge you to take the time to deal with the smaller issues so that they don't inflate into bigger
ones.

From the ·Desk of the
Editor-in-Chief
By David Allan Blanks

The Rev 0 I uti 0 n .: Which side are you on?
By Nicole Lovell
Columnist
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The Office of Public Safety does not feel that
it is in its best interests to be compassionate.
The Office of Public Safety does not feel that
it is in its best interests to be understanding of
unforeseen circumstances nor does it see 2~
"-'
relations with the student p~~~ic as being in its
best in~~~~. After ihis weekend, it seems that
the Office of Public Safety does not feel it is in
its best interest to be anything but a programmed mechanism of irrational authority.
On Sunday May 7, at approximately 8:00pm,
a senior member ofThe Tickereditorial staff in
dire need of possessions left in the Ticker
office, attempted Ito briefly gain access to the
facilities to procure the needed items. The
staffer explained to an officer via telephone
that it was an emergency situation, that he was
aware of the building being closed and
explained that access wouldn't have been
requested if it weren't necessary. The officer,
although not overtly disrespectful, coldly
denied the staffer access to the facilities, at
which point the staffer went to the Office of
Public Safety.
Once at the office, the staffer again attempted to explain the situation. In response, the
supervisor, Ken Telford, utilized all of his professional courtesy training to tell the staffer
that his previous answer didn't mean to come
over to the office; it meant no and that was it.
He was unresponsive to an assertion of extenuating circumstances and his callousness is a
negative reflection upon the Office of Public
Safety.
He claimed that he could not open the building. which is not true. What is true is that there
is an executive mandate that says that Baruch's
360 Building is closed from Saturday afternoon to Monday Morning every weekend.
,
' ..
. .. ,.
"

The reason being that Baruch's lease of the space
does not allow for the landlord to sha~ in liability if an accident were to ~cur during this time.
By c~~~~~iutional law we are guaranteed the
right to free speech, but that does not mean that a
person has the right to shout "fire" in a crowded
theater. The point of this observation is this: no
rule, guideline, law or mandate is inflexible in
that, given a certain set of circumstances, the
edict cannot be adjusted for a greater good or
purpose. That is, unless you are a student at
Baruch and that greater cause is common courtesy.
As for the liability issue, by blindly enforcing
this rule with no exception, a rule unpopular with
students and faculty alike, Baruch may be opening itself up to even further liability.
Hypothetically speaking, what ifa person needed
to gain access to the facilities .to retrieve an item
that was necessary to their well being, for
·instance a special medication, that had been left
behind. Imagine that person being turned away
by inflexible Public Safety officers and the lawsuit that-would result ifthis situation led to a s.;ous incident.
Adnitionally, any attorney worth his salt WOUld
not allow his client to shoulder responsibility in a
case where blatant negligence from another party
has caused a situation regardless ofwhat wording
a lease may have. So this rule also shows that
Baruch College does not have any confidence in
its.legal staff.
In short, Baruch really needs to re-evaluate this
inflexible policy. It is too late for our staffer, but
hopefully, a similar incident will not occur with
anyone else.
1bere is, however, one thing that this experience has shown about the Office of Public Safety.
It does feel that bad press is in its best interests.
I
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Baruch Links With Website To
More Career Opportunities
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Baruch College's School of Public Affairs
joins forces with Job'Track, an online job listing
and resume database service, that aids college
students and alumni in their career quests.
JobTrack is a career opportunities website
that lists positions for more than 1,000 college
and university career centers, alumni associations and MBA programs nationwide. More
than 400,000 employers have utilized JOBTRACK.COM to target college students and
alumni for internships and full-time and parttime employment opportunities. Jobtrack also
maintains a resume database where students
and alumni can post their resumes. I f a position
comes up that fits the person's qualifications,
the person will be notified bye-mail with further information.
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The World is Delusion Politics and Stuff:
Political Education

IGNORANCE IS SUFFERING
Mark Heron
Columnist:
By MacolJvie .Iean-Franeois
COP}' Editor

The end of my third year at Baruch.
Wow. After interacting with some of you,
observing others, just plain being around this
place and seeing all the running around to get
this and that done ASAP.
People complain constantly about all the
stress they're under and how they don't know
how much more they can take, especially
around finals --- hmm, it's just plain ridiculous.
What does it all mean: coming to school, getting a job, making the "right" friends and finding that special someone so you could build a
decent life?
While killing ourselves and each of;;;;::" !O
obtain ali these pieces of paper that say we're
college graduates, financiers extraordinaire,
and whatever other titles, many of us tend to
deny ourselves one desire: to be free of obligations like going to school. getting a job, making the "right" friends and finding that special
someone to build a decent life.
But why is it that although w e 're taught to
suppress our innate characters throughout our
lives so we can ..tit 10" to please others, our
liv es are full of pressures and stress from
things like money, sex and other stuff that lead
to the mayhem all around us? (If' you think
you're exempt from these ills, you either really need to assess your world or have found the
roots of your problems and are liv ing righteously). How is it that we ' re so concerned
with getting on w ith our lives that we forget or
ignore those around us simply because we have
to get to class or some job?
Many of us go through life blindly, that is, not
realizing that we are living someone else's
norm. The fact that conformity is contrary to
our natural instincts to do as we please, be as
we want and love as we will, is not really a
.consideration to those who expound upon the
joys of giving up personal freedom for the betterment of society?
How much of a better society do we live in
when you don't know your next door neighbor's name; when kids have shoot outs in
schools; when parents don't make the time to
be with and love their children; when Black
people are constantly demonized and inferiorized by _Whites ...in :.the... media; -when - India's .
caste system excludes people from high posi-

tions simply because of thei.r family backgrounds and not their abilities; when native
Zimbabweans have to fight to reclaim land that
was stolen from them; when the US keeps
China from being a full trading partner because
the Chinese won't compromise their values to
fit those of capitalists who seek to control
them; when a man's been on death row for 19
years for a crime anyone with a pebble-sized
brain knows he was wrongly convicted for?
l ' II stop, for now.._
While you're out baking in the sun this summer or stuck in a cold-ass air-conditioned corporate building falling asleep because you hate
your job, ask why? Why? Why do these
things happen? Take some time to see how
other people live, since what they do affect
your i~[~ ;~ some way. Force yourself to go
beyond the two-bit expij;:~i9ns you've been
told by your parents, your teachers, yG:.;r
favorite TV shows, seen in ads and gotten
from other places.
Come to your own conclusions, but I beg you
to take just this from me: Read. Read as much
as you can about any and everything, and ask,
"Why?" Remain non-judgmental until you've
read as rnanv 'versions of the storv.. as .vou can
find; and realize that there is only one truth
(hint: it's all relative but read enough and
you"Il find that it all comes full circle and has
the same source). Then, and only then, will you
be free from doing shit you don't wanna do and
be righteous.
Not all knowledge is from school books.
Having ajob guarantees nothing but superficial
thrills and wasted energy. The "right" friends
.are the worse friends because they're the ones
trying to outdo you in this capitalist/individualist society. You'll probably end up hating that
special someone when you find out he or she is
no more special than the next one anyway. And
your life isn't as decent as they promised (even
though you think the dream was yours and
yours alone) because all the bad you put out
there trying to get it comes back to bite you in
the butt.
"Hopefully, by the time you come baCk. in the
fall, you won't have broken your neck l:om
going at breakneck speed.
.. _

.

Enjoy the break (ha ha)!

that the next fare increase will be in the same

range.
That was just an example of how politics will
affect our lives directly. Another example of
political decisions that will affect our lives will
be on the national level. I am not sure how
many of you realize that there will be a presidential election in November. I will however
give you the benefit of the doubt if you have
even read this far. The next President of the
United States will nominate two maybe three
Supreme Court Justices. This is important
because the court may be in a position to either
overturn Roe vs. Wade or leave tile right to
choose as is. The President will get to set the
agenda and the course of this country for the
early part of this century and affect my future
and yours.
People have died for the privilege tp vote,
and make no mistake it is a privilege, a right
and a responsibility. I must say that voter
turnout and participation is definitely up especially in New York. I .commend those of you
who take the time out to not only vote but bring
a family member or encourage a friend. For
those of you who do not act, then I encourage
you to take the time !D act, vote and exercise
your right and responsibility.
Those of us who are in the workplace must
also realize that politicians set the taxes that are
taken out of your pay. The more you make the
more they take. Make no mistake republicans
as well as democrats spend your tax dollars,
one party likes to look after the middle class,
the other part likes to take care of the millionaires and those that develop weapons in the
defense industry.
I really don't care what
party you vote for, all I care about is that you
get informed and vote.
With that in mind, don't forget a no vote is
still a vote.

Well folks it's almost the end of the semester
and this will be my last political article.
A lot of folks have been wondering why do
we have a column dedicated to politics. The
reason because I in my self appointed role as
political instigator and commentator feel that
the general public should and must be
informed as to what is going on politically
whether it be in the city, state or federal government. BUT WHY? The reason is that every
decision made no matter what walk of life you
are in are affected by political decisions made
at all levels.
I may at times go off the deep end and talk of
things that some of my readers may not care or
for lack ofa better wordjust don't give a damn.
Being the optimist that I am, I am however
heartened by the occasional response whether
they be criticism or just plain dribble with
added :;'::f.:~5m- You see my friends my entire
goal is to make you j:1~! a little aware of the
decisions that are made that will affect your
life. The big misconception is that because
most of us are young and are on our way to
becoming millionaires then no political decision affects us. That is wrong, more often than
not it does.
Some of the areas that political decisions
affects us are in education, health, finance,
transportation and just general social policies.
Political decisions decide how much money
gets put into education, which ultimately will
affect how much you pay for tuition, books and
transportation. These decisions will affect
whether or not you will attend school, verses
how many hours more you will have to work,
verses the quality of teachers you will have. If
transportation subsidies are cut then service
will be affected, and how frequently your bus
or train will arrive.
Stuff
The recent budget deal arrived at in Albany
It seems the Mayor and the First Lady have
is a prime example. Our elected officials have
quite a bit in common. It seems both parties
determined that we need a secondAve. subway
have cheating spouses. On the one hand you
line. Seeing as how I take the Lexington Ave.
have Hillary's Cheating husband and the other
Dumber six train this would undoubtedly be a
you have a cheating Giuliani who is the
benefit for myself and the Baruch community.
cheater. I believe in a sphere of privacy for
However, the financing is on shaky ground and
political office holders and their families. I
the experts beftbVe that
while
may
guess this is why the saying "If you live in a
not go up this year an election year, they wiil
glass house, don't thrOw stones" is famous. if
undoubtedly go up in(the future. The last fare
you don't understand the quote~ret it pass.
hike was a whopping twenty-five cents; with
Comments? Fee! free to sendme an E-mail at
this massive undertaking I am almost positive
marlUiemntiCk'er@hOtii1ajl.com. .
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According to the Coordinator of the Career
Services Office, Elyse Mendel, this office is a
"warehouse of resources" for students. By
teaming up the Career Services Office with
Jobtrack, Mendel is able to provide an additional. resource to assist students in their job
search.
Mendel first heard about the services Jobtrack
offers from Jl Public Affairs stud~ and after
exploring the possibilities she was able to
establish a database specifically for Baruch's
Public Affairs students.
The Career 'Services Office works independently from Baruch's Career Development
Center since they are targeting a different
group of students. Although some of the jobs
that each center finds may overlap, the Career
Services 'Center does not focus on getting jobs
in the Corporate and Financial fields. Their
placement is directed towards government, city

Career Contact Network, which allows students to find mentors in a diverse number of
career fields and the Job Search Guide, which
includes tips on everything from how to write a
resume to how to negotiate a salary.
This service is now functioning and available for Baruch students and is an ongoing,
year-round service.
Before using this service for the first time,
students must register with Mendel at the
Career Services Office at 137 East 22nd Street
in room 311. The registration process requires
meeting with Mendel and giving her your
name, mailing address, phone numbers, e-mail
address and student status. This is so she can
get a student profile. When meeting with
Mendel, students should also bring a copy of
their resumes so that she can review and update
it with them, and help them to design a cover
letter. Students should also bring their resumes
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Baruch College's School of Public Affairs is
devoted to preparing students for a career in
public service. Its aim is to find positions for'
students in federal, state and local government
jobs, and non-profit organizations. The School .
of Public Affairs teaches students about the
ambiance and inherent differences that exist in
a global city such as New York City
Within the School of Public Affairs is a
Career Services Office that is devoted to the
career development and placement needs of the
graduate students, undergraduate students and
alumni. Their goal is to give students the
broadest possible access into internship and
career opportunities within NYC. They do this

The Career
Services Center:
A Warehouse of
resources for students.
by providing listings for pennanent part and
full-time jobs, paid and unpaid internships,
workshops on writing resumes and coverletters, on-campus recruitment and jobfairs.
\
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on a floppy disk so
that she can save it on
her hard drive.
While there,
Mendel will conduct
an informal interview
in order to obtain a
profile of the student
and find out exactly
what position they
are seeking and see
which one they will
be best suited for.
After registering
with Mendel and
receiving a password,
. students can simply
log on to www.jobtrack.corn and input
their name and password to begin their
job search.

and non-profit agencies.
Features of Baruch's Office of Public
Affairs/JOBTRACK.COM system include
Career Fonuns where students can post questions to college counselors and e...loyers, the
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By Jon Minners
Arts Editor

. Marianna spiking the ball against CCNY. The Baruch women's volleyball team would go
on to win the Hudson Valley Championship. (PhotolBaruch Press)

with apre-school child, our summer
th
program begins June 5 •
If you have aschool age child, they
may enroll in the Baruch College
Summer Camp program, which

Baseball
coach
Scott Lorsche (I)
and former head
coach
Buddy
Heffernan (r). The
team won the most
games this year in
over 20 years!
(Photo/Baruch
Press)

The men's tennis team posing after winning the Hudson Valley
Tournament. The team will win the CUNY Tournament.
(Photo/Baruch Press)

The women's basketball team playing defense apinst Hunter; The team
would rally and have a successful season, all things considered.
(PhotolBaruch Press)

Call or come by for more information
Baruch College Early Learning Center, IDc.

205 E. 42nd St.

212-822-2700
895 Amsterdam Ave.

1~ RBI 19 Street
th

212-666-4177

254 Greene 51..
212-254-2525

(212) 381-1420/21
•
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Hey yo! This is it. The final installment of
The Minners Sports Commentary Comer. It is
time to say goodbye. Many people will be
happy that I am gone, but many will be
saddned by my departure. It has been a long
time coming, so I will finally say I am sorry.
Sorry that I will not be here next year to rip into
the school system and everything that sucks
about it. That's almost everything.
_ Well, onto sports. The Knicks are going to
win it all. You heard it here first. If they lose,
I will never write for The Ticker ever again.
See the risk I am taking? Alonzo Mourning
sucks. How can you even put yourself in a
league. with Patrick Ewing. He is the man. The
man without a ring, so he better get one soon,
or I'll have to say mean things about him. Hal
OK, someone tell Chris Childs to go away.
He needs to be traded to any team but a New
York team. He sucks. Be aware that in this
commentary I will break every known record
of saying the word suck. As you have seen in
past issues where I say suck a lot, I sure enjoy
the word suck and pretty much say everyone
sucks and rarely say things like he didn't suck.
So, suck is like my favorite word.
Well, The Devils are on their way to winning
the Stanley Cup and I have to say that I hope
they do. While the Stanley Cup means as much
to me as winning the MSL Soccer championship, I am glad to see a team near New York
WID.

The Mets are playing pretty bad as of late.
You would think they would learn how to contimJe"Winning streaks. After 9 games won, they
can't string 2 in a row. Give these guys a contract to play in the minor leagues, because I
have seen better ball playing on my cousin's
little league team. Those girls sure know how
to play ball. Still, I guess you can blame this
on that damned trip to Japan they took at the
beginning of the season.
The Yankees are absolutely boring right now.
It is like they already won the damn thing and
I wish a new team would at least challenge
them and make it fun.
Congratulations to the Baruch Men's Tennis

team. They have gone on an unbeaten streak.
that rivals that of any other Baruch team and
will surely win it all. It always makes me
happy to see a Baruch team achieve success.
You guys don't suck. Uh-oh, I did it. My last
issue and I said someone didn't suck and also
hyped a Baruch team. The pressure of this
being my last issue is getting to me .
Did you know that people think I am unstable and will not walk up to me and confront me
on certain matters that I have addressed in
these pages. Unstable. That is a might strong
word. The last time someone has insulted me
like that was when I did a speech for speech
class on why marijuana should be legalized
and the teacher insulted me with the following
comments, "Why did you choose this topic
other than the fact that you are a heavy marijuana smoker?" Wow! I sure enjoy getting
insulted, because it gives me a chance to speak.
my mind. If only people could find the nerve
to actually confront me face-to-face whent they
are angry over something I write.
John Rocker: you suck!! Come to New York
and tell me different.
I have a pack of
Energizers that will keep going and going
straight up your candy ass. Who else sucks.
This year, Phil Jackson gets the runner-up,
sucks award for being so arrogant and constantly insulting the Knicks. Only I can do
that. Rocker won the award of course. Other
notables were Keyshawn Johnson for being a
pompous son of a...Bischoff for believing his
WCW could ever take over the WWF in rat-

ings, and the New York Giants for making my
coworker right when it came down to the
Dallas Cowboys being a better team. I hate
them.
Well, that's all. I apologize for not being able
to continue insulting Baruch, sports and everyone in general. Kenyatta, I thank you for giving me the opportunity to do this all. You are
the man. I would like to thank everyone who
e-mailed me with responses and enjoyed my
work. I will see you on www.wrestleview.com
if you want to continue reading my work.
Thank you all! Goodbye...
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An Overview of the Past-Athletic Year
The "team jumped out to a great start and
won a title. It became pretty evident early on
CUNYs and Hudson Valley Tournament in the
would amass the best record in over 25 years!
that Baruch could at least make it back to the
same weekend which is unheard of. Three
championship game where the team had lost" The team would be tied for first most of the
Baruch players were named as CUNYAC AlIseason, but falter in the playoffs. In two thriller
the previous year. Coach Rankis added to his
This year was certainly the most exciting and
Stars: Rebecca Matos, Marianna Papadopoulou
games,
the Statesmen would come up short on
coaching staff two new assistant coaches to aid
best collective athletic year for Baruch since I and Carla Pimentel.
two plays where an error was the culprit. The
in his pursuit of the coveted crown: Fred
have been here. Baruch won several tournaThe team regrouped and did the next best
Statesmen would also face some controversy
ments and most teams that didn't win improved
Ketrell and Kenyatta Pious.
thing: won the Hudson Valley Tournament!
By the end of the regular season, the over a coin toss that had no representatives as
so much that next year appears to be a shoo-in
Baruch was unstoppable as they defeated Mr.
witnesses - the toss would pit Baruch against
Statesmen were in first place. The Statesmen
for tournament excellence. As with any
St. Vincent's in four games after losing the first,
CSI as opposed to Lehman.
knew that the regular season meant nothing and
school's athletic year, there were jeers, but
t 3-15, 16-14, 15-8, 15-8. Carla
But the true story for the team is that it truly
that the "real" season began with the playoffs.
mostly I remember cheers; there were some
Pimentel and Marianna Papadopoulou were
succeeded
and was one strike out from the
new coaches trying to make a mark; and finalAs it would tum out, the Statesmen would
named to the All-Tournament team. Pimentel
ly a small fraction of
meet their rival, York College, in the champi- championship game. This will certainly be the
would also receive the coveted Most Valuable
catalyst, I hope for the team to win it all next
Player award.
the student body finally started to attend sportonship game. After being down by dight in the
Lam is optimistic about next year as he only
ing events, but Baruch needs to work on this!
first half, the Statesmen would bounce back year! You heard it here first, the Statesmen will
win it all next year! The team loses two excel':VOMEN~S CROSS COUNTRY
will lose two seniors.
and win by a mere two points, 52-50, in the
MEN~S VOLLEYBALL
lent players in George Tamayo and Sulman
One of the first teams to begin its season this
same fashion that York had beaten them in the
past athletic year was the women's cross counZaheer, but should be able to make up for them
The men's volleyball team did not fair as well
regular season.
with strong recruiting. Moreover, the team has
try. Cross country is perhaps the only sport
as the women's team. Coached by Richard
Lou Pento would receive MVP honors and be
where records mean very little. For instance, at
Mei, the team was hit hard early in the season
named to the CUNYAC second team All-Star its core intact and many players like Gary
when their star player, Eric Filak suffered a seaone time women's team could have said its
Alford who are ready to step in and play hard.
team. Len Mitchell became Baruch's all-time
record was 10-3. Record tabulations are based
As Lorsche put i~"We did real good this year
son-ending injury. The team would go 1-13 in
leading scorer with 1544 carerr points, defeatwith our record and collective playing ability,
ing Scott Holloway by one point. He would
CUNY and 4-20 overall.
solely on numbers: if Baruch has five girls and
another team has three, the other team cannot
but the challenge is to not be satisfied and to
also be named to the CUNYAC first team AIIThe team met powerhouse CCNY in the first
score, even ifits players are faster than Baruch.
hunger for the crown!"
round and quickly exited in three straight
Star team along with teammate Tyrone Cohen.
MEN~S TENNIS
The trick is to have the team there when it
The team would make a trip to NCAA, but
games, 15-3, 15-10 and 15-8. Another problem
The men's tennis team also coached by Florin
the team faced was a lack of players due to
lose inteh first round. Coach Rankis is already
counts.
Giuglescu, has had the best record in Baruch
school and job conflicts, the proverbial problooking ahead and expects to have a good seaFor coach and Athletic Director, Dr. Bill Eng,
lem at Baruch. The volleyball team wound up
the season was fairly consistent until tournahistory, 12-0. At press time, the team is beginson once again. Rankis will only two seniors
with only six players by the end of the season!
and he anticipates having a strong recruited
ment play. When the CUNYs arrived, Eng did
ning its CUNY championship run. The team
not have his two veteran players, ShakeHia The future looks good though, as there is some
will win!
class next year.
Graham and Melissa Walford, due to sickness.
heavy recruiting already begun and the team
WOMEN~S SOFfBALL .
Last week the team won the Hudson Valley
As a result, the team did not compete well colwi II return four players. One of the returning
The women's softball team had a new head Tournament. Giuglescu says that the reason his
lectively, landing a sixth place in the standings.
team is winning is because of the commitment
will be freshmen, Kirill Vakharanev, honored as
coach, Penny Weiner, the former women's
But 3S Fpg informed the Ticker, the team is
that the players have put in. This year's team
rnov ing in the right direction. The team has
has also not been riddled with inconsistency in
some good runners and next year will be a matthe form of players not showing up or players
ter of staying healthy as well as improving
"really" having to choose between tennis, work
individually from this year.
and school.
MEN'S SOCCER
SPEWAGE
The men's soccer team, coached by Peter
I was satisfied and proud to be a part of this
Mrk ic, had a tough season. This year's team
athletic year! I wonder sometimes where I
was not as good defensively as last year's. The
would be if I were not actively involved in
team still wound up with an above .500 record
sports...that is a tale for another time, when we
and lost a heartbreaker in the quarterfinals to
are older and not so sober.
York, 1-0.
I am fortunate that coaches and players have
York's only goal carne on a 43rd minute
received my advances into their culture with
penalty kick. Baruch's llya Yerrnolenko, the
mostly open arms. I thank all those that have
nation's leading scorer was denied a final
aided my quest to inform the students. I urge
chance to tie the game. Yermolenko would be
all of you who have never gone to a game, to do
named as a CUNYAC All-Star. The future
so. There is no bigger thrill than cheering on
looks bright because the team is expecting
classmates or participating in a sport and being
some new recruits and the current players
cheeered on. It automatically unites people in
should be healthy at the onset of next year - this
. a way seldom seen in our varying lifestyles.
was not the case this year.
It has been these instance when I have seen
Coach Rankis, Trevor Brookins, Dave Thomas and Len Mitchell pose after the champiWOMEN~S TENNIS
the pain of defeat and the orgasmic thrill in
onship game. The title is Baruch's first. (PhotolBaruch Press)
Coached by Florin Giuglescu, the women's
winning that I have found peace and figured out
a CUNYAC All-Star.
tennis team also suffered this year. Giuglescu
basktetball coach and Freddy Dejesus became
how to go through the drughes of life - I mean
WOMEN~S BASKETBALL
lost his ace and the playoffs number one player
the new assistantcoach. The team had a simithat! You see, it is these times when I notice
for the past three years. This year was a
The women's basketball team began its sealar plight as the women's basketball coach: not
how a particular player bounces back from
injury or from the last defeat that I get my
son with a new head coach, Bob DiNardo.
rebuilding year according
enough girls for some time and a lack of veterans and pure talent.
Giuglescu, especially since most of his players
DiNardo comes from Xaverian High School
inspiration.
had conflicts with practices and games.
and is the head of baseball activities there.
Once the season started, it was almost cut
I have tried to see the game from the players
Unfortunately
stand
for
DrNardo,
there
were
no
point, from the coaches stand point from
Giuglescu hopes to avoid this next year. I have
short because of lack of players at games. The
other writers like my counterpart, Jon Minners
remaining players from last year and he had to
team had been a club team last year and was
to say that most coaches here at Baruch make
consequently push the season back while he
this complaint because it is next to impossible
expecting to be better than it performed. For and from the fans viewpoint. I have grown and
recruited' and trained able bodies. While
hope you have also. I have learned that life is
to get a team that can make all practices and
the season, the team was 3-20, with two wins
much like a sporting event: there are times the
coming by way of forfeit. It shouold be pointgames. The team had to forfeit a number of DiNardo was successful in getting enough
girls, the talent of the girls did not exceed two
ed out that the Stateswomen also forfeited some team is not in sync, times there is much to be
matches! The team will be better next year is
years of organized basketball.
learned, times when tears are ones only solace,
games.
the outcry from all the players!
All that I can say is that Weiner and Dejesus
but there are times that tears are no longer sad,
Once the season began, his team .would lose
WOMEN"S VOLLEYBALL
were
disappointed
but
they
remain
optimistic
when everything fits together so perfecttimes
the majority of the games and usually by 40+
Coach Jimmy Lam made a bold prediction
about next year. They anticipate having new
ly that divine intervention is the only solution. .
points. The bright side is that the team stuck
that his team would make it to the champitogether through this adversity and actually players and that some of the players from this
And now I must bid you adieu, something I
onship once again this year. His prediction
year will have improvedgreatly by next year.
long did not want to do. But let us not end our
wO,n four games. Next year looks really promiwould ring true. but the Stateswomen would
MEN~S BASEBALL
relationship here. I will be featured on a websisng as the team may get an ex-veteran player
meet their nemesis, Hunter college. Hunter had
The baseball team had a whole new coaching site, www.allnightclubs.com, within the next
back and the DiNardo will have some ample
an unblemished record, 12-0, with a 45 match
staff: head coach Scott Lorsche and assitants
month with my own section - come visit me. I
time to recruit. Moreover, the girls now know
winning streak dating back to 1996." Clearly
Basil Tarasko, Jerry Sidman, as well as former
will miss you all, but remember every single
what kind of challenge they are up against ar.d
Hunter is to volleyball what the Chicago Bulls
head
coach
Buddy
Heffernan
and
pitching
person that you meet has affected you in some
should improve accordingly.
were to basketball in the nineties.
coach, Frank Dursi. While Lorsche was initialway - you
all part of me.
MEN~S BASKETBALL
Baruch would lose the CUNY championship
ly hesitant about his new appointment, the team
Good luck to you all and feel free to e-mail
Going into the season, the men's basketball
because of a few costly errors and partly
me: Kenyatta@allnightclubs.
team was the only CUNY team that had never quickly responded to him in a positive way.
because the team was forced to play both the

By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
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Because You Demanded it! Two
Asylum Animation Archives

Features
Goodbye to The
Asylum: Kin Ping Koo,
Jon Minners, and Kiro
Get a Permanent Pass
Out of the Asylum

By:kiro@lovebIe.com
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Did you ever notice that beautiful girl
in Mason Hall?
Sure you do!
You've seen her
for the past .2
months already!
Once she walks
down that red carpet, your world
completely slows
down. She is as
breath taking as
Her
an angel.
silken black hair
.
.
waves III UnIson
with her perfect
stride. And her
shimmering hair,
waves to you as if
to say "hello" to
you.
(GASP!)
And for just a
brief
moment,
your eyes meet for
just a second.
And then she
slowly
walks
towards you and
asks you just one
long lingering question... "Can I borrow
a pen ?.... ,.
(Dohl ) In a cloudy daze, with twinkling

stars in your eyes you hand over your pen
like a man in a trance. And as she continues to stroll down that red carpet
towards another group of guys friends,
did you ever stop to ponder, what if I
were to just ask her out? What if? ..What
if? ...What if? ..
A old professor here at Baruch taught
me something all of my classes combine
could not teach me.
Rest his soul,
Professor Frankel, you taught your students well. Frankel told me that failure is
not trying, and trying is never failure.
Never have those words hit me at the
heart...

THE 2,'1- ST~ES
OF SEXUAL ~OUSAL

The first time I fell in love, my heart
was made of innocent ice which just
melted away... The second time I fell in
love. my heart was made of crystal which
had just shattered away. The third time I
fell in love... Well, let's just literally say
that I don't possess a heart now. It's just
too painful to keep inside one's self. My
soulmate now has my heart. And all I
have to do is findher... =)
I guess what I'm trying to tell you as

to seize everyday to its fullest as if it
were your last day upon this world.
Second chances are rare and for wishful
thinkers.
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In every moment of our lives, we meet
a lot of people, and some we would like
to meet or see more of. Some we see by
sight, others we hear by ear, and sometimes, just sometimes, we can see by our
hearts. In the countless poetry I have
rambled, the infinite number of short stories I have ever written, most of them
have involved an imaginary muse I still
have not found yet. I must admit, I have
been searching for her since the day I
first learned to spell the word "love"
itself. I was not till my lack of it that I
pursued my quest for this "lost emotion"
of mine.
In my eyes, I see many individuals "in love". Some are in it for the
gangrene cash which will eventually you
out alive from within yourself. There
was once a hypothetically saying,..."for

---_._--

money will make you miserable and rot

ond of a moment is every person's dream
(after the real event
has occurred). Ask
her (or him) out!
What could possibly
go wrong? Ok a no.
lt's not de end 0' de
freakin' world! Learn
to take rejection as
part of life's dumb
mysteries!
(LOL).
How many job interviews have you been
on and have been
rejected? How many
times have you credit
card been rejected?
(LOL). Ok, you get
the ,point.
Just
remember one saying
(yeah another one),
"what does not kill
you, only makes you
stronger... " - Voltron
Ok an analogy from a
cartoon is weak, but
its plausible. But now
what if he/she said
yes?

you from within..."
How much happiness can dead presidents "buy" you? Eventually you will
run out of things to buy, most of the people around only want the same "disease"
(money) you already have, you have to
watch your assets and you back constantly, how would you feel if your "loving"
wife wanted to poison you for that huge
insurance claim while she's at it with the
gardener, arid' have you' ever ponder 'how .
many "real friends" you really have?

Then welcome to cloud nine my friend
(well until she milks you all of your
!TI0ney and steals your dog...) you are on
your way to something extraordinary.
Just remember the golden rule, if you
treat them right, they will treat you right.
Now all I have to do is find my own muse
(101). And a good sense of humor never
hurts.too. =)
Saying Goodbye...
During Oscar night.. ..

Make you wanna re-think all that
money huh? Just put that money in a CD,
a good mutual fund, foreign assets etc.!
For those
rare individuals
who
marry
for
love itself,
then I commend you
all.
For
these are the
people who
are rich in
heart. And
In my eyes,
they are the
m 0 s t
wealthy
ones of them
all. For they
possess an
endless supply of internal wealth.
(Plus they
can
chow
down on a
hom e
cooked meal
w i t h o u t
dropping
dead from
rat poison).

Britney Spears: And the award for the
Best Actor/Screen WriterlDirector/and a
whole lot of other stuff...

l
i

#

,

nuts! )
(Kiro walks up to the stage with his rotating holo-graphic tux.)
Kiro: Jack (Nicholson), you owe me
some money! (Crowd laughs).
Kiro: Oh where do I begin??? Don't
worry, no Disney endorsement here.
(Crowd laughs again).
I would first like to thank my parents
and family. The crazy crew from the
Ticker! (Pulls out his grocery list).
David B. for being a great monarch at
the Ticker! (where would we be without
his .drive?) Vanessa S. for helping out
with almost every layout (and stress)!
Bryan and Grace, I hope you name your
first child after me! Jessica R. you've
matured so much since, we began writing
soliloquies together. Queenie Kin Ping,
you have a wonderful smile and are one
wildcat at clubbing. Jon the anirne/best
cartoon anthologist I know! Monyne,
you got back! (101) Princess Leah! Eddie
R. keep up the excellent work at
SWORDS. Hasani I apologize for not
submitting stuff on time. Macollvie you
are a Haitian princess!
Michael P.!
Hubert, I have faith in the Ticker in you.
The entire crew at OSL! Without their
support (and the use of their computers) I
would not have been able to produce
what I can today. Dean Aaron. Mrs.
Sirios, Carl Aylman, Jeannette Shuck,
Ming Chan, Somsiri, Richard MarSin
(email me u Bastard! 101) Carl Kirschner,
Sharon Lopez, ASA, CSA, KPA. Stanley
FranKel,·~·'~"a .whole 'bunch of people'
whom I've run out of space too and forgot to mention...THANK YOU! (The
mic starts to go down)... Also will Judy
from AA go out with me! ...

J~

Ok, I've
"Yes," you say. "You can have a pen and all my money, my
just babbled
house and everything else that makes me happy. Now come
a gal n
tome!"
haven't I?
Drifted off
de main subject too. , Getting back to
Heidi Klum: Kiro! (The crowd goes
seizing the day and living out every sec-
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Asylum's Most Recently Committed:/

Producer Profile: "Bassy" Bob Brockman

By Debbie Cruz

come to life.
The production costs for a song, and
the average earnings as a prod~cer vary.
According to "Bassy", the budget for a
single
today is
about
$15,000
of which

A variety of awards and plaques line
the walls of "Bassy"'s small studio. A
large keyboard attached to a computer
and a microphone is the centerpiece of
the room. As the artist named Ruth Anne
delivers high-pitched vocals into the
suspended microphone, her vocal
chords are being transmitted to the computer screen. With headphones wrapped
around his head, "Bassy" listens intently
and watches the computer screen. "It
sounds beautiful, but the ending is a little too throaty," he says, as he points out
Ruth Anne's last verse of her song.
Think of a producer today, and your
mind automatically thinks of someone
like "Babyface", or "Puff Daddy". These
are artists whom not only rake in the big
dough and I ive in lavish homes, but
work out of top-of-the-line .production
studios. For Grammy-Award winning,
independent producer, engineer, and
mixer "Bassy" Bob. Brockman, his cozy
apartment is where his studio is. At 154
East 2nd street, in the heart of the East
Village, is where you'll find his production company called Big Bottom Music
Productions.
In 'January 1999, Brockman was nominated for and later won a Grammy for
the co-production of Kirk Franklin's
"Lean On Me". The album won as best

"Ji'
Bassy Bob Brockman (right) with James Brown. Brockln'citn has worked with several notable
stars from the past present and future.
high school. "Shortly after I left high
doing. "Bassy" also tours and .perforrns
school and went to college. I realized
in I ive concerts with The Brooklyn
there was a broader world out there than
Funkessentials, a band in which he is the
just playing trumpet," says "Bassy".
trumpeter. With a hard core mix of acid
While studying music in the University
jazz, funk, hip hop, and rap, the
of Miami was where he first got exposed
Funkessentials became an underground
to electronic music and recording techhit in 1994, with their debut album
nology. Brockman's in-studio produc"Cool and Steady and Easy".
Being directly involved in the mUSIc
tion experience stems back to when he
industry on a regular basis can somewas 2 I years old, working in a
times be tedious and time consuming.
Caribbean studio in Bedford Stuyvesant,
When "Bassy" is not actively involved
called Ralston Recording. For the first
in his music, he dedicates time to his
time, around 1984/1985 "Bassy" got his
wife and their relationship, keeping his
first introduction to Hip Hop as a medium.
hours as consistent as possible so that he
Ten years ago while in search of a
can actually have a life. "A lot of people
hu'morous' and' musical' name for his
in the music business don't devote time
publishing company, as a songwriter, he
to their fam il ies ... their record of
came up with Big Bottom Music. It was
divorces and separations shows that
a name "Bassy" felt could identify with
they don't have a life and don't contribute time," he says.
him personally. It wasn't until two and a
The unusual nickname "Bassy" origihalf years ago that he incorporated the
nated from working as an assistant in a
name Big Bottom Music Productions.
production studio called Secret Sound,
Fame and fortune have not yet sunk
(which used to be on 24th street). "I was
their teeth into this independent producsitting outside the studio and Randy
tion company, whose goal is to make the
Mullet from Brass Constructions was
best effort in bringing an artist's work
working on a
track ... the
bass
track was messed
up and he didn't
have any keyboards. I had my
bass with me and
did a "bass over
dub" (recording
live bass music
over track), and
he really liked me
after that and
named me "Bassy
Bob", pretty soon
everyone in the
studio picked up
on it," he says.
Producer, engineer, and mixer
are not necessarily
the
titles
"Bassy"
envisioned early in
life. Growing up
as the son of a
New Orleans Jazz
pianist, he was
introduced to the
Toni Braxton Is one performer who has
trumpet at the age
worked with Brockman in the past. Other
of
five,
and
played in Funk
stars he has workecl with include Lauryn
bands throughout
Hill, Aretha Fran~lIn, TLC and Babyface.

now helping to produce Latin/Spanish
language material for a 3 I-year-old
Puerto Rican singer/songwriter named
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Edwin Lugo is the latest performer Brockman is working
with. You can sample some of Lugo's music on
www.mp3.com.
engineered, non-classical song of the
year, "Bassy" is an all-in-one-production machine, whom has also worked
alongside a number of artists. Lauryn
Hill, Toni Braxton, Prince, Mary J.
Blige, Shaka Khan, Aretha Franklin,
Babyface, and TLC are some of the
artists whom have worked in collaboration with "Bassy" throughout the years.
"Bassy" does not limit himself to the
production of hip hop and rap music. He
has also worked on Turkish music,
Arabic, Jazz, Classical, Pop, and everything but Country music, because he
hasn't been exposed to it. "Bassy" is

Edwin Lugo. You can sample some of
Luge's music on the www.mp3.com
website. While Lugo's material is at
times sung in Spanish, this does not
pose a problem for "Bassy" as a producer. "I used to play in Salsa bands down
in Calle Ocho in Miami, where the big
bands played heavily Latin influenced
arrangements. I can also speak Spanish
fluently, after having lived in Miami for
four years," says "Bassy".
While all aspects of production are a
part of his everyday work, they are not
the only things he dedicates his time to
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polished
pop
album,"
say s
Lug o.
Wh i Ie
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Brockman. "I trust his judgment with
my lyrics. We balance each other out.
He lets me know what a great record
sounds like, and presents me with a

12,000 is
spent on
s 0 m e
producproduct ion
e r s
costs,
strongly
m u s I disagree
C I a n s
wit h
fee s ,
artists
attoron the
n e y , s
particufees, and
I a r
everyarranget h i n g
me nts
else
it
of
a
takes to
son g ,
get
a
"Bassy"
record
tries to
mad e.
always
An indecome to
pendent
a
ereproducer
a t i v e
can end
sit uaup nett ion
tin g
with a
Brockman won a grammy award for his'
about
collaboinvolvement on Kirk Franklin's "Lean on
$ 3
rative
.
.
Me," whic.h was part of this album.
5 ,000
VIew In
for
a
min d .
single, and it depends on the type of
"Usually if you and the artist have simirecord being produced. Then you have
lar sensibilities and tend to agree if
your big money makers like Wyclef and
something is running long or short.. .it
Babyface, whom can earn about
tends to go pretty well," he says.
$75.000 a track. "If you're in it for the
Censorship seems to be the one area of
big money, it's not here...you have to
production that troubles this indepenreally be in it for the love to last in the
dent producer, who defines creative
long run. otherwise you'll be very disapfreedom
not being confined' or- teth- '
pointed if you get into it," assures
ered by market interests, especially in
"Bassy".
America where radio is so tightly forWorking alongside Brockman can be
matted. Working alongside rap artists
quite a learning experience. Singer
like Big E. Smalls, and Craig Mac,
Edwin Lugo explains how easy it is to
"Bassy" had to censor their radio sinwork with a very eclectic "Bassy" Bob
gles. "I think it's scandalous and ridicu-

as

-

lous that the FCC imposes those .kinds
of restrictions...you can't legislate art in
any way. It is an artistic sacrilege to do
that to an artist." he says.
When asked what he sees happening in
music today, he states that all categories
of music are getting, more specialized
and more targeted to their audience. A
good example of that would be the
crossover LatinIPop artists. According
to an article in the week of March 17 in
Billboard, "By and large, Spanish music
does not sell in the US because the

BassrBob-13rOctcman- (rtgtTtt an-ct1:dwin- Lugo (reftY.fake- time
out of working on some tracks for Lugo's new CD.
Latino image is of Mexico, Cuba or
Puerto Rico." But, this image seems to
be changing with time as "Bassy" views

Ruff Rydernnterscope Records

Led by DMX, there is a total abandonment of the creative imagery and mic
skills that past hardcore legends possessed. In its place are simplified production, cliched freestyles and endless
gimmicks. In the excellent exploitation of
minimalist talent, the Ruff Ryders' sue-

There is an old rule that hip hop's pio. neers laid down for the preservation of hip
hop culture. The regulation reads that all
those participating, as MCs, must have
talent based on skills, originality and lyrical content.
However, the rap industry
never understood this culture
born out of the South Bronx.
Today, commercialization has
taken one of the most rebellious forms of hip hop music,
gangstalthug raps,
and
popped it out into stagnant
pop-core. While the 90's has
had a continuation of Kool G
Rap's legacy with hardcore
acts such as Cypress Hill,
Black Moon and Mobb Deep,
today's hardcore sound is
synonymous with the pop rap
sound. This is partly due to
the mass rejection of hardcore acts that have released
works with highly complex
lyrical content and innovative
beat digging (Le. Wu-Tang
Clan's Wu-Tang Forever in
1997). In this horrid reality,
we see the marketing of
street reality to teenyboppers
of all ages. Nowhere is this
Drag-On's New Album is in stores
more evident than with the
everywhere, but why would bUy it.
work of the Ruff Ryders
camp.

not help to create a record they will be
able to release in the market."

Music Reviews

Drag-On - The Opposite of H 20
By Eward Suiiez Rodriguez

it. "The Latin population is growing,
and there are now different varieties of
Latin music from all Latin cultures
being introduced to the United States."
says "Bassy".
From this producer/engineer/mixer's
point of view. music is sometimes
manipulated in the media and advertising, and can sometimes affect the way
people are able to do their art. "Bassy"
is extremely deidcated to his work, and
says, "As a record producer I would be
creating__a disservice to an artist if I did

cess has more to do with their willingness to live out the shabby lyrics as
opposed to any musicianship and artistry.
To expose the massive flaws and weaknesses of the Ruff Ryder camp one need
only dissect the weakest link in the chain,
Drag-On.
Drag-On's debut LP, Oposite of H20 is
as simplistic and gimmicked as its title
suggests: To begin, each .. Ruff Ryder
must have a gimmick and Drag-On's
isms are all to meet the ends of a platmum publicity stunt. He simply is the
opposite of H20, the fire that burns.
Nevertheless, this does not stop Drag-Qn
from burning this theme to the ground
over 19 tracks. Clea.rly, his vocal styling is
a carboned copy of Camron which
reveals today's problems with hip hop.
Upcoming Mes almost always show influ- .
ences from ·the legends before them until
they develop their own unique methods.
In 1989, GangStarr debuted with a precocious and ever developing MC, Guru,
who reflected the smooth voice patterns
of Rakim. Today, it is common for waek .
rappers to sound the same as other rappers just as bad.
prag-Qn also insists on sounding sexy
throughout his delivery of slowly placed
'kill, kill' murder dawg lyrics. On amped
up tracks like "Spit These Bars," and
"Click, C~ick; Clack," his conversational
flow is simply sped up to highlight increcJ··.....
ibly stale battle punchlines and empty, ",
proclomations. Other' cuts like "Snipe
Out," we see brag attempt storytelling his
way through the 'gun bucking and again

·----R-·

he fizzles due to a massive lack of vocal
power and range.
This is all burnt to a crisp with the expected aural mutations of Swizz Beatz, OJ
Shok and the chosen Ruff Ryder beat
camp.
Simply content on digging 'the
Casio crate and hooking up annoying 80's
video game sound effects. we bum out the
worst album of 2000, the opposite of good.
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headaches
for parents who
have
to
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long lines
and hear
over 150
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In other news, animation is blowing up in
the US, as Cartoon Network's Toonami
block will be increased to three hours and
include five Japanese Anime cartoons.
Toonarni already has Sailor Moon, Ronin
Warriors and Dragon Ball Z as part of their
lineup. Ronin Warriors was added last year.
The hotly
anticipatI
e
d
I
Gundam
Win g
debuted'
in March
.. of
this
year
to
give
the
.{
S
A
J
block two
I
hours.
This fall,
Tenchi
M u y 0
will
be
added and
episodes
o
f
Batman
w i I I
round out
the threeh 0 u r
block of
you n g
adult animation.
The
Toonami
block is
for Anime
fans that
h a v e
grown up
fro m
Pokemon
and need
more
a
mature
Anime to
turn
to.
Gundam
is a hot
title and
Tenchi is also well known. Sailor Moon is as
popular today as it was in the past, and
Dragon Ball Z increases in popularity everyday. Ten new episodes of DBZ were shown in
April, and In the fall. a whopping 75 new
episodes will be show n.
The Toonami block may continue its' late
night run showing old shows like G Force
and Speed' Racer. Plans also are being made
for a weekend Toonami block, the highest
rated cartoon block on the network. You
never know what next great Japanese hit will
come to out shores. It's a great day to be an
Anime fan.

Parents who couldn't stand taking their: kids
to see Pokemon three hundred times, must
prepare to get frustrated again as Pokemon
fever will hit again, this July.
Pokemon 2000 will be the movie coming
overseas from Japan to America with love.
This means more Pokemon toys, cards and
Burger
King tie,
j
ins. This
a 1 s 0
mea n s
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Failure
is not an
option for
t his
WARNE
R
BROTH-

Landing a Knockout Punch
RFMIKO TAKAHASHI does it again. It
seems not to matter what genre or story she is
telling. because if Takahashi's name is linked
to it, there's a 99°/0 chance it is going to be a
great read
One Pound Gospel IS a story of Kosaku
l latanaka. a boxer look-ing to score in the big
time. He is the first pro to ever come out of
Mukaidas G} m. and is therefore the only
hope his coach has of one of his fighters striking gold Sti II. as skilled a fighter as Hatanaka
IS, he seems to a 1'... a} S lose the fight to hIS
appetite
As a boxer try mg to make hIS w eight class.
it is Important to follow a proper diet and keep
fit Hatanaka keeps fit, but can't help himself
w hen It comes to the dinner table. Or lunch
table, breakfast table, and a couple snack
tables for that matter. His eating habits force
him to take laxativ es before fights just to make
hIS class. a ritual that makes him the but of
man: iokes
Hatanakas boxing career IS
laughable at best. He has gone from junior
bantamw eight. bantamweight. Junior featherweight. etc
HIS sinful act of gluttony has
caused hIS trainer to lose all hope in his prized
fighter, and has made Hatanaka's opponents
the fen ored boxer in every fight.
Despite his struggle \\ ith SIn, one person
seems to see something special in the young
boxer Sister Angela IS a young nun \.. ho is

Do

about all that is good. Shes like Mother
Theresa only younger. A novice in her field,
Angela is fully dedicated to it. Hatanaka
always comes to her to confess his sin and be
forgiv en. The students at St. Mary's know different. They know he is there to see Sister
Angela's and her beautiful smile. Can she stay
away from temptation?
ThIS beautifully drawn Manga is one of
Takahashi's finest works, combining sports,
romance and humor The overall themes of
temptation run rampant throughout the series
as Hatanaka must stay away from food and
SIster Angela must stay aw ay from Hatanakas
tempting charm The story has a magical feel
to It as well. as Hatanaka starts making his
w eight despite his eating habits.
He only
makes the weight right before the fight
Humor comes in, as he can't seem to grasp
Angela's status as a nun.
HIS frequent
attempts to \\ in her love arc met w ith a slap
and also fuel for the next tight As Hatanaka
fights a battle in the ring to w in a match, he
also fights an uphill battle to win a forbidden
kind of 100·e
One Pound Gospel is a different -kind of
work from Takahashi. It uses elements from
Maison Ikkoku in a different world of sports.
The story succeeds at doing this. Rumiko
Takahashi continues her success as One Pound
Gospel lands a knockout punch.
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KIDS'
mOVIe, as
the first
m 0 V I e
made $85
mill ion
dollars.
the sixth
biggest
moneymaker in
1999.

So what
does

;

the

m 0 \ r e

deal with?
Does
it
really
matter? Well, to clue all you people that actually like to see a good plot, Pokemon 2000
w ill not have one. The Pokemon world is
shaken b) an evil force (is there any other
kind") and only Ash and his little buddies can
save the day. New Pokemon will be advertised. I mean featured in the movie. Whether
people should see the new movie is another
story. Last year's movie was not as good as
its' Japanese counterpart. and the same can
probably be said for this one. E-mail me at
Bad5eed@aol.com to find out my new website (still being developed), which will contain the review of the Japanese version once I
get my hands on it.
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Move Over Pokemon
Something Cuter Has Arrived
,/

Sometimes I don't understand why certain
things succeed in the world of Japanese
Anime. For instance, I may never get the reason why Pokemon us so successful. Sure, the
show is cure, but it is also quite annoying at
times. The same can be said for Digimon,
Monster Rancher, two other shows with
similar storylines. Quite possibly, the same
thing can be said for a new series about to hit
the U.S.
Card Captor Sakura is the newest, hottest
title coming out of Japan. Rumors have it hitting the WB or another network this fall. It is
part of CLAMP'S great success stories, which
includes X, previously reviewed in these
pages. It is one of their longest running mangas, starting in June of 1996, as part of the
monthly magazine, Nakayoshi. Consisting of
two parts, which seems to be common in
Japanese animation, this series starts with the
Clow Cards series that ended in June 1998.
The second pan is. the Sakura card series,
which is still running in Nakayoshi, today.
The Anime series started on April 7, 1998 and
is still airing.
The story is mostly for girls, but appeals to
other kids as well. The main star is Sakura
Kinomoto who is in grade 4. She finds a book
called the Clow, hence the Clow Cards series.

It happens to be in her father's library. The
book contains magical cards, called Clow
cards. The cards have disappeared when the
guardian beast of the cards, Kerberos decides
to sleep on the job. Bad beast!
So Kerberos chooses Sakura to make up for
his mistakes. She must get all the cards back
before they cause destruction on the Earth.
They each take different forms, so Sakura has
her work cut out for her. Thanks a lot
Kerberos.
Each story contains a new adventure, as the
cutesy Sakura must collect a card in each
episode or book. The battles are pretty tame
and the dialogue is rather cheesy, but the success of this series is almost a given, as kids
seem to eat this type of stuff up. Tie-in products will probably explode, including the
given card game (Get it! I'm not really joking).
Card Captor Sakura is the latest in what
appears to be a long line of cutesy animated
adventures with creatures, a young girl and
Pokemon-like adventures. Parents better prepare themselves, as this series will be red-hot.
Parents and children will be going to long
lines at the movies, as Card Captor Sakura is
sure to capture tremendous interest. Pikachu
is shaking in his ... weil. .. ah, forget about it.

A Web Site With The Animation Fan In Mind:
Jalopy'S Review
When I started here at the Asylum, I decided to bring something to the table that most
school papers, and American magazines
don't cover on a regular basis. Since our
zero issue. w here I reviewed the Otakon
Convention. Japanese Animation has
become a regular feature at the Asylum. It
has blown up, and has expanded into two
pages, because people actually wanted to see
more. Welt you can thank my girlfriend for
that.
My girlfriend, Jennifer Walford introduced me to the world of Japanese
Animation, an art she loves so much, that she
has decided to learn the Japanese language
(and I complain about Italian). Most of what
T'review in these pages comes from her vast
library of Anime and Manga. This being the
last issue of the Asylum that I will be working on, I thought I would go full circle and
devote the last Asylum Animation article to
giving props to the real person behind these
pages. Jennifer Walford, this is my gratuitous plug to you. You will find all your animation
needs
at
http://hometown.aol.com/jemisb/jalopy.ht
m I and you will see the newest Animation
site that is working to bring Japanese Anime
into American homes as well as getting people to remember the classic animation we
grew up with as kids, hence the idea behind
the Asylum Anima/ion Archives. Jennifer
runs this site, and is the only worker on what
is entitled, Jalopy's Review.

a

Let this
\
Ide take
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you to your
Animation
Destination

frontp age
stories, or
in
the
archives.
Another part of
Jalopy's Review is a direct
link to her Ebay auctions, which
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includes items from Dragon Ball Z,
Pokemon, Power Puff Girls, and more.
Currently, Jennifer has over 150 positive
rankings on Ebay, making this link an easy
way to bid on something from a reliable
source.
Jalopy's Review works in association with
Amazon.com, in that everything reviewed
on this site has a picture of book covers. etc.
that are really links to-Arnazon.com. This
gives you an opportunity to buy the various
items discussed in the review. It makes
·things easier for shoppers unsure of what to
buy.
Jalopy's Review also contains a link where
you can e-mail her and giver her ideas on
what you want to see. The site also contains
links to other cool sites. Jalopy's Review
looks to grow as time goes on, perhaps
changing its' name. Over 700 people have
hit the site as of now. It can only get better
as the word gets out. With an ambitious plan
to link up to something bigger. involving
yours truly, as wen as Jennifer and another
heralded Internet writer. things can only get
better. I hope to write a column for Jalopy's
Review so stay tuned for that.
The Asylum Animation page may be ended
with this issue. It may not, but no matterwhat, you can still read about Japanese
Anime, or your favorite shows of old by
going to this new website at bttp:llboDletowa.aoLcom/je_isb/jalopy.btml. I'If sec
you there.
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It's S'O Hard To Say Goodbye
Jon Minners'Goes Soft On Us!

The-Yearbook that came out on Time!
our wacky in house artist, Macollvie my super
buff Haitian homegirl, Nicole- vegetarian
power!, Kenyatta you sexy man keep dreaming, Shy Shan, Missing Michael, David Blanks
you nut I am proud to say I knew you, Vanessayou had the biggest heart here Dara u silly giggle box and our next grand pooba Hubert (I
know you'll need to
develop
a
steel set
of

By Jon Minners

I

like me and actually stayed that w a) BI) an
scene. He is actually the reason I am doing
You know. I have been writing for years.
the support of them or my mom. I wouldn't
has a wicked SIde though. He's just waiting
my thing right now. If he didn't give me my
and I never was at a loss for words until now.
be writing for the Ticker, that's for sure.
to explode. I call him the Serial KIller. These
shot, I wouldn't have shown my skills and I
Kin Ping Koo came up with an idea to have
My first article appeared two years ago with
two guys made the news section while I was
an Asylum Yearbook and give ourselves a full
wouldn't have become an Arts Editor. I hope
my love for weightlifting being the main
page each to discuss our years at Baruch. So,
just trying to get it together. They put up w ith
the Minners Commentary Comer lives on forfocus as I looked at supplements. A few
where do I start? I don't even know where it
me and when I moved on to the other section.
ever.
weeks later, The Minners Sports Commentary
will end.
they both showed that they didn't really need
Jessica Rubenstein is funny. She is an enigwas born and I never looked back. I wy;
Then I got the new s
me at all. They did their thing and did It
building a loyal folma. One minute she sounds like she is unsure
good. They will be big in the future.
and It just seemed fitlowing with my
of what she is doing. the next she is taking
Macollvie,
Dara,
ting to start with
Nicole.
Graceann
Hall,
wise-ass attitude and
complete control and getting the job done.
Nick Sicilia. Nick
Gormania, and Monyne are some \ cry Intermy
hatred
for
She got me half the freebies that I got to
\\1 as a guy I used to
esting girls. They are very cool t;had a lot of
authority and rules
review. Thanks. lowe you.
fun teasing them. joking with them and maksmoke blunts \\1 ith.
and regulations
I
Kiro, you arc the man. Who knew that my
ing fun of others with them I still think Dara
We got w reeked so
found my niche.
wcightlifting column would make us fans of
should have made placement at the: Speech
much together in
The
next
each other's \\ ork Keep on writing Don't
Festival You w ere robbed I \\111 never forLoreto Park.
lie
semester, Elaine Wu
lose that sense of humor I can't be the only
probably
never
stepped down as the
get
JOU
funny person
girls .. 1
thought It \\1 as that
news editor and I
around.
much. because he
mea n .
just asked real simNow, for my
ladles
smoked a hell of a lot
ply what the new s
partner
In
You I I
more than I did. but
editor docs. Boom!
crirne.
Kin
never
let
out of all the times I
--I was- the news ediPing
Koo,
me.
smoked. he w as there
tor.
I didn 't even
you arc the
Braulio
for many of them.
know what the hell I
best.
I
Ha, if) ou were done
and Mark
was doing and durclicked with
\'. ith your stash. Nick
Heron were
ing that time, I never
you as soon
\" as the person to
In
the
laid out a page. I
as I met you
sec.
He wasn 't a
Ticker
more
just wrote a lot and
You
have
close friend by any
than
the
talked to the other
been
an
means
I never
people who
writers. Those late
excellent edicalled him up to talk.
worked
night hours were fun
tor and we
Hell. I didn't even
her e
though. I felt like I
had
some
have his phone numMark's colbelonged
in
a
tough times to
ber. I just knew that
umn
was
strange kind of way.
face, as we
if Nick was around. it
Still, I didn't see
one of the
struggled to
w ould be interesting.
only other
anything in the news
get this paper
Things stopped getcolumns I
section. and felt the
out
ting
interesting.
read. I wish
arts section would be
Everyone at
Apnl 30. of this year.
more beneficial to
1 could say
the office is
I found out Nick died
s orn cth i ng
me. in that it offered
scared to get
of a drug overdose.
nice
for
free stuff. Cool!
Kin mad. but
God! Another one! I
Br a u l i o s
Call it selfish.
I didn't mind
couldn't even believe
c
o
n
t
r
i
b
uI call it smart. for the
arguing with
It
I lust saw his
next
year.
the
arts
non,
but
I
her. I actually
It All Started With One Workout
) oungcr brother in
section became an
w III
never
enjoyed our
This is My Girlfriend Jennifer. She Is The One
Column and The Ticker Hasn't
the store the other
arts
supplement.
ever let him
sparnng.
It
Who Pushed Me To Work For The Ticker. It's
Been Able to Get Rid Of Me Since.
day, 1 C\ en wonThe, Asylum was
near
ill)
made me a
Her Fault.
dered where the hell
created last year. and
cover pages
better editor,
he was at Nick was cool. He made it easier
while the concept was a vision of either David
ever again.
Thanks
for me to quit smoking \\ hen I really wanted
Blanks or Vanessa Singh. I am the person
SOrI). boss You guy s are cool Peace!
You're a good writer, and a ccood friend
W When I began my college experience here
who came up with the name based on how
David Blanks and I come from opposite
Later Kiddie
at Baruch. I \\ as stili smoking. Things hapcrazy everyone was at the Ticker. So. I was
sides of the page. but we were more alike than
Now, for all those who disagreed with me
pened and I wanted to quit It was tough. but
the person who named the ASj lum.
I thought. Strange. Even w ith his fi fty perand all i said. ) ou all suck. I la! Ha! I couldI did It Nick was one of a group of kids who
Remember that every time) ou read It. The
sonalities. not one of them knew how to write.
n't be nice all the time. I f you look at the
smoked. hung out and got into trouble. While
Asylum is my baby. For one year. I poured
Nah, he knew how to write. He took my verGhostface Killah CD that evervone came crv.
I \\ as ncv cr one of them. I did smoke \\ ith a
my heart and soul into it. I \\ rotc like a fiend.
bal abuse and gave it right back. I enjoy ed It.
mg to me about. because the) thought I \\ a__
f~\\ of them and when I quit, I became an outI laid out page after page and I came up w ith
as It fueled me to be better than him. I don't
unfair to the damn loser. I must point out that
cast cv en to my best friends.
more pen names than our Editor-in-Chief has
see him much at all anymore. Still, my hat's
the song" heard on the radio are the ones I
Nick was chilling in the park and I came to
personalities. Now, it is almost over. When
otT to him.
said were good. I may only have a mainplay some ball. We started talking and I am
you close these pages. my involvement with
Hubert: good luck man. You are going to
stream mind. but that's also a money mind.
not sure if he was high that day or not, but he
the Ticker
need
it.
and I am glad to have that kind of gift.
said that it was cool that I didn't smoke anywill
be
Sorry
I
For so long, I have been writing about all
more and that it w as a good thing that I conover.
won't
be
that is bad about the Ticker. Many people
tinued on at school He said something to the
I hate
there
to
have not agreed with me and they can have
effect that he w ished he w as in college. I
Baruch. I
help out.
their opinions. That is what makes this coundon't know if he meant to help me, but he did.
think this
Vanessa
try we live in so good at times. Thankfully. I
One of the guys from the group of kids who
school
Singh
IS
have the truth and all my readers have been
considered me an outcast. said I did the right
sucks, but
v e r y
fortunate enough to read quality work that
thing I needed to keep up my grades. Forget
I'll miss
annoying at
doesn't conform to what everyone wants. I
ahout w ccd. and make it in my field.
and
tim e s .
will never apologize for my actions. All I
I am a journalist and there was n? way weed
remember
W hat
ever wanted to do was give people something
\\ as going to hold me back from making it.
all
the
annoys
that w as hone- and true and-' am very happy
p e 0 pie ~,
So. I started Baruch as a pothead (well, a
me? Well,
so many people backed me up and defended
smoker at least). hut quickly got over it I
her e
her
conme when people tried to give me hell. As I
consumed class after class In Journalism and
Hasanl
stant fight
said. for so long. I have written about what IS
I Iclt like I was going to make It. Yet, I was
Gittens
to
make
bad about Baruch. I never took the time to
sti ll scared. I didn't want to JOin the Ficker,
came into
sure everylook at what was good. To the readers and the
It just seemed like too much. I didn't think I
the Ticker
thing went
writers and to the teachers like Professor
could handle.the pressure. I didn't fit into the
at
the
well at the
Bernstein and Bridgette Davis, I say thank
Baruch atmosphere. I was going through
same time
Ticker.
you.
major changes and Just felt funny around
I did. He
Why
do
To all the people who helped make the
everyone Add this to the fact that I was upset
didn't
you care. I
Asylum what it is: Jeffrey Belsky (the second
that I had to start over allover again. after
seem like
would ask
busiest writer next to me), Karl (Badseed's
being on the top tier of students at
he
was
her?
She
partner in crime on the videogame pages),
Christopher Columbus High School in the
like me.
just
did,
Dave, Vanessa, Dara, Jessica. Kiro. Kin and
Bronx. The Ticker was the furthest thing
He probaand while I
everyone else. Thanks. lowe you one. Just
from my mind. That was until Jennifer
b
I
Y
made fun
don't plan on collecting. Ha! To all my peoWalford .stepped in.
thought
of her for
pie who I plan to leave behind at Carvel
See, Nick made me realize that I needed to
the same
caring so
(Cristina, Christine, Joy, Mike, and Chris),
stick to my goals. Jen pushed me to get them.
of
me.
much,
I
Justine, too, but she is my sister, so she ain't
I met her over two and a half years ago and
Still, our
respected
going
anywhere. I hope that a different life
Me And My Girlfriend. ft'sAKlnci Of Crooked And I
she immediately had an impact, making me
voices
it, too.
I
doesn't really mean you guys are out of mine.
Think I Just Woke Up.
get over myself and join up with the school
were the
wish more
I hope my friends at both school and work
paper. Without her and her family, I don't
biggest
people
will remain friends. Scott. Linda, Nick and
know what I would do. lowe major props to
voices of the Ticker and the lack of respect for
cared as much as she did. You overcame a lot
all the others: may God be with you. We'll
my mom, but I also owe a great deal to Shelly
authority that we displayed should always be
a shit,
miss you. To Jennifer: I love you and can't
and Brian. Jen's mom and dad, who accepted
remembered, but will never be duplicated.
Kenyatta is the
He gave me an opporwait to walk that aisle one day.
me into their family and into their lives. I
We kicked some ass.
tunity to write a column week after week. He
Here's to ~ hopes, dreams and advendon't know where I would be if I didn't have
Shan-san Wu and Bryan Fleck were quiet
is the reason why my name exploded onto the
tures. I'm game. No goodbyes. Later...
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A Three-Point Play From NBA 2K
By Badseed
Games have just gotten so much better since
the days of Double Dribble. I feel so old
playing this game, but I don't mind that fact
when a game is as good as NBA 2K is.
I picked up this game after playing NFL 2K,
and NUL 2K. I had seen a whole group of
people stand outside of Dragon's Den in the
Cross County Mall and watch as this game
played on the screen. It looked so real. I needed to buy it.
I popped it into my Dreamcast and picked a
team with my girlfriend's brother, Scott
Parkin. Of course, we created ourselves and
put them on a newly created team called the
New York Hedgehogs, complete with a Sonic
the Hedgehog jersey. There are several other
teams you can create along with the usual slew
of NBA teams, all of which are a part of this
game. Scott and I took our new team and
loaded it .up with sev.era.LNBA-Stars that we
liked. We were ready to play some ball. The

Simple Slice Em Up Action

Some small details are also included. I
mean, you can see your player's reflections in
the court. Players even make facial expressions when jamming the ball in someone's
face. The close-ups on these players during
replays are outstanding. Watching the emotion on the player's face just adds to the
excitement and gets you emotionally involved
in the game as well. It is simply amazing how
these players look.
.
How these players move is equally impressive. They move pretty fast with the exception of Ewing and his damaged knees. He
lumbers down the court. Cool. Other movements by the players allow for great plays like
the pick-and-roll. A nice pick can really open
up the lane for a tomahawk dunk. Take that.
Toni Kukoc, Some fantastic computer intelligence makes the game challenging and fun.
Just when you .think you have them, they
make a no-look pass and slam, they are up by

Iy, too. So did Scott's. Scott dunked like he
does in real life (It's true. It's true.) I shot my
three-pointers like butter, just like in real life.
We were up by five with little left. thanks to
our efforts.
Another great factor this game has comes in
the sound department. Players talked trash to
the lowly Bulls, and the crowd cheered and
made some comments on their own. They'
play-by-play was top notch, and non-stop
with only a few mistakes. They knew who the
real team was, and all you could hear was
praise for the Hedgehogs as we made our
presence felt.
Some other cool aspects of this game
included real injuries, one of which caused
Latrell Spreewell to miss the season, without
coaching anyone. Coaches and players on the
sidelines was also a nice touch. Player introductions were cool, but get tiring after awhile.
No half-time show, but that's okay. Another

By Badseed
It has been a long time since I have
played a game where the object is to hack
things to pieces. It has been awhile since
I have seen a game with so much blood
flying. Sword of the Berserk satisfies
my craving for pure violence.
Sword of the Berserk: Gut's Rage has a
Japanese Anime feel to it and that attracted me to the game from the get-go.
When I was finally able to control my
character. I was given the right to cut
bodies in half with a sword, bigger than
the guy carrying it. There are other
weapons to us, but why?
While slice 'em up games have vanished as of late, this game brings back the
genre in full force., and combines it with
an excellent story told in a movie that is
intertwined with the game. In fact, the
movie takes up·2/3 of the game. The animation for these movies is stunning as
the FMV IS really sharp in this game.
Even more amazing is an intriguing story
about humans being possessed by zombie creatures, and your character's friend
may be next. Who the real bad guy is in

this game is really unknown, as I have
not beaten the game yet.
An even more intriguing part of these
movies is that they are not cheesy at all.
The dialogue is excellent and near
Hollywood movie quality in terms of plot
and emotion. The voice actors were perfectly chosen for the roles that they play.
They are dramatic and make the story
interesting. I recommend watching the
movie even though it cuts into the game.
It is worth the times. At least once.
After the first time, though, the movie
can get very frustrating as it really interrupts your flow. You cut things up and
then have to wait almost ten minutes
before you can do it again. Thankfully,
you can skip the movie just by pressing
the .start button. This relieved my anticipation as I went back to my killing spree.
The gameplay is fantastic and the
graph ic are superb.
The background
scenes will blow you away, and the characters look great. Playing the game is a
lot of fun, and I like the fact that this
game was very real. Sometimes your
sword is just a Iittle too big to be swing-

ing around, and walls do prevent you
from swinging your weapon of destruction. You must figure out another way to
get by the bad guys. I like those simple
touches of realism. Sometimes the little
things matter a lot. There is a problem
with the number of bad guys that attack
you. There seems to be too many at
times, making it real hard to move on.
Still, just more bad guys to kill, and don't
get me berserk, cause then I'm really
gonna hurt you. Isn't that what this game
is all about?
Badseed's Bottomline: 3.5 out of 5.
Great game and a lot of fun to play. Still,
the movies, whi Ie fun to watch, become
bothersome when you watch them again.
There is not as much top play either, as

The Future is Here Today!
By Jon Minners
Sega Announces Plan to Give Dreamcast
Away
In an mtriguing new concept for \ ideogarne
consoles. SEGA has announced that the) plan
on gi\ ina their sv,., stem aw av,., In exchange for
signing up to Segas new \\ cb sen. er, similar
to ATT WORLDNET. AOL. etc. For $21.99
a month, ) au get eve') thing from the w eb to
email and of course, access to the Sega network of gaming, \\ here people can nov. pia)
games against others and don't hay e to look at
their faces Pretty neat Fhe best part comes
with the Idea that if ..vou stan on for £\\.0 vears
Sega \l, III gl\ e ) au a check for $200 that :. au
can do an) thing yOU w ant w ith. LIke a rebate.
) au can use the money to cover the cost of the
Dreamcast. or If ...vou all read" own one ....yOU
can use It to buy games or other penpherals
This plan has been used forcomputers and the
Internet. but this will be the first time a gaming console \\111 try such a plan. It could
change the w ay videogarne systems are sold
from here on in
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Despite Sega's Efforts, Playstation 2 Still
Looms Large
The countdown is beginning. SONrs long
awaited new system, PlaystatioD 2 or PS2, is
coming to US shores and the anticipations is
building up as the date approaches this year.
Already released in Japan on March 4, of
this year, US players are gearing up for the
day when they too will get their hands on the
unit. Some have already picked up import
units, which sell for $370. The)JS version is

rumored to be priced around $299. The
release date v.. ill be around the fall.
So, w h) is this system so hot? It is a bold
new step into the entertainment field, putting
a" irtual entertainment system into everyone's
home As In old Pia) stations, yOU can play
regular CDs. As in the old Playstation, you
can play games, only these games are better
than the old ones. They outdo the D ream cast
In terms of graphics, sound, and gameplay.
fhe maximum number of polygons this system can process is 75 million per second, but
w hen .) ou bring other factors In, like texture
mapping and filtering, It IS more like 20 million per second. Still, that is an astounding
number. The system has the capability of
making some serious kick-ass games. Games
that make the Final Fantasy movies look like
South Park.
You can play your old
Playstation games and use the old controllers
an~ memory cards as well. No other system
allows that.
An even bigger feature for the Playstation 2
is that it doubles as a DVD player. $200 sure
sounds cheap when you realize all that you
are getting for the price. Who knows if Sony
may counter Sega's Internet Dreamcast giveaway with one of their own? Anything is possible in these types of videogame wars.
Some problems with the system include the
fact that there are only two controller ports.
Sony plans on remedying this with a multi-tap
due out after the release of their system. Also,
Sega has made it a point to point out that the
system will not have a modem upon shipping,

-

Chu Chu Rocket: This the first Internet
game from Sega, and created by TEAM
SONIC. While the name sounds vel") childish, the game will make even the most seasoned gamer stumped. The object IS to lead
your mouse to safety in ) our chu chu rocket.
as you escape your enemy. the cats I'he game
is fast paced, and is a puzzler that belongs
- right up with there with Bomberman, and
Tetris in terms of addictiveness. Probably the
best multiplayer game out there. Chu Chu
Rocket gets better with the fact that .) ou can
play it on the Internet with people lOU have
never seen before in your life Never a dull
moment when you play with other people.
This game is intense and fast. It will take time
to learn. Hell, even I don't know what the hell
I am doing. Still, I am having fun learning.
Five different modes, but in all honesty, the
only mode worth play ing is the one w here
multiplayer madness rules. This makes every
game a party even if you have no friends.

the movies take up most of the game.
This means that there is little need to
replay this game once you beat it the first
time. Still, I recommend that you do play
it that first time. So rent it a couple of
times or borrow it from a friend. If your
friend won't let you near his games, slice
that selfish bastard in half. Yeah!!

but Sony has announced that they have some
serious plans for the Internet and will release
one soon. Final Fantasy X and XI will be
games to look for when their gaming network
does take shape. Other games being released
for the Playstation 2 include Bloody Roar 3,
Tenchu 2, Tekken Tag Tournament, and
Street Fighter EX3.
The battle between Sony and Sega w i II heat
up and the only winners will be the consumers.
E3 Expo Debuts Hot New Company Games
The annual E3 Expo held in California will
unveil new games for the public and the
media to look at, play and dissect. Here's a
quick look at what to expect from three companies.
SQuare
The popular makers of the Final Fantasy
series will show the latest Fantasy game as
well as Bouncer, the hot new kind of fighting
game that is said to be breathtaking. It was
one of the games used to show off Playstation
2's capabilities. Up to ten characters can
brawl at a time.
Other games they will feature include
Vagrant Story, Legend of Mana and
Parasite Eve 2.

DW
Hail to the King, bay! The Evil Dead series
of movies that are a cult hit among movie
patrons will come to your Dreamcast, PC and
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Playstation 2 is coming!

Playstation systems. Ash comes back in what
is a sequel to Army of Darkness. This looks
to be a sure fire hit for THQ, which will also
feature games for Scooby 000, Rugrats,
Power Rangers and the hotly anticipated
Summoner.
~

Sega plans to devote much of their booth to
show off their Internet capabilities and will
showcase games that can utilize the Internet.
One of these games is Sonic Square, which is
basically a board game like Mario Party;
only now you can play with someone in
California. Mario Party has become a huge
hit among multi-player fans, and is a party
game that rocks. Just imagine what level
Sonic Square will take it to. Sega also plans
to show the latest in their sports franchises
and has announced that those games can also
be played over the Internet.
Excitement is in the air as new games, ideas
and formats are setting new limits in what can
be achieved. The future is coming closer and
videogame technology is growing in leaps
and bounds. Today's Playstation 2 will be
tomorrow's Atari 2600. Sit back and enjoy
the virtual world. It's thinking.

Fear Effect: This game takes the whole boring Resident Evil series and flips it on its ear,
offering a new way to play games of the horror genre. What makes this game stand out
from the rest is that it has some tremendous
animation. It looks I ike it came straight from
a Japanese Anime. The game even spans four
CDs, but don't fret, you won't have you playing for months before you get to the final CD.
The game actually moves rather fast. Cinema
scenes also look nice. but a warning to parents
as there is some animated nudity of the suggestive kind. Keep away from children. Fear
Effect offers some nice shoot 'em up action.
as you blow up zombies and your usual bad
guys. This game is highly recommended and
I consider it a must buy.
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Yeah! About To Stick IT In Your Face, I'm The NBA's Prodigal Son. You Better Recognize!
question was, were the other teams ready.
Yes. We got our butts kicked several times.
Damn Bulls. Still. we picked up on how to
play and started kicking butt on our own.
Before we knew it. it was 4 o'clock in the
morning. Where does the time go?
Who could blame us for our extreme
involvement with this game? The graphics are
the most incredible graphics I have ever seen
for a game. Patrick Ewing looks exactly like
his real life counterpart. They even made an
exact replica of that goat-faced bastard, Scottie
Pippen. Talk about freaky. Even freakier is
how the courts look exactly like their real life
counterparts, as weI I. We all know what MSG
looks like when the Knicks play and we have
all seen the unique court that the Toronto
Raptors play on. They are all here.

two. Damn! But you get them back by blasting through the lane and drawing a foul.
Don't mess with Ewing on the free throw line.
Making a free throw is cool, as you have to
line up two arrows to make it go in. The
worse the free throw shooter, the harder it is
to line up the arrows and make it go in.
Thankfully, Ewing is good and we tied it
agam.
Some of the realism isn't there, though.
Despite the great movement, and realistic
looking players, NBA 2K loses a little in how
the players react and think. Reggie Miller just
doesn't miss ten three pointers in a row.
Shaquille O'Neal cannot shoot that many
jumpers, and so on and so forth. .Still, this
realism is better than any other game out
there. And my player sure played realistical-

III

cool feature: put DEVDUDES on the cede
screen and you will get three extra teams to
choose from. They are the Sega Development
teams. If you put these teams as the home
team, you can play them on the beach.
Awesome baby!!
The Hedgehogs won 92 to 86, and the crowd
went wild as the Bulls walked away with their
heads down. The Raptors were next on our
hit list, as we made our way to the championship, destroying everyone in our path.
Badseed's Bottomline: 5 out of S. If I
could score higher, I would. This is the best
sports game ever in terms of graphics, sound,
presentation and replay value. It is a whole
lot of fun and belongs in everyone's game
library. Read no further. Go out and buy it.

Jedi Power Battles: Do not listen to the
critics. This game is a lot of fun. And while
you can't slice Jar Jar Binks in half. you do
get to choose from several Jedis, even the one
Samuel Jackson played. Take them and lead
them on a mission to face the evil. one line
acting, Darth Maul. This game is not like the
previous Star Wars game follows the movie so
closely, that it became difficult to play. The
object of this game is to kill the bad guys,
using combos and your trusty lightsaber. I
had a lot of fun playing this game and look
forward to teaming up with a friend and
teaching Darth Maul a lesson. Too bad you
can't choose Darth Vader and show who the
best bad guy really is. I will look past that and
tell you this game kicks ass. Other critics
don't know jack, and that's the bottomline
cause Badseed said so.
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Kryptonite Is Their Only Strength

Superstar Climbs Further To The Top

By Jeffrey Belsky

By Jon Minners
Mya hit the scene and the media hyped her
up due to the fact that she knew so many people in the industry. I went with the hype and
bought the CD without even hearing one track
on the radio. I enjoyed her first CD, and
watched. as Mya's spotlight just got brighter
as time went on. I looked forward to her
sophomore CD, and anticipated its' release. It
took time, but her second CD has hit music
shelves and looks ready to co-ntinue the success her first CD achieved.
FEAR OF FLYING advances Mya's career
with some harder lyrics and some intense
looks at all different
types of" relations~ips. The songs on
this CD contain
some kickin ' beats.
The music is nice
and songs bounce
with her beautiful
voice as it blends
with
the
music
superbly.
She
should keep away -from skits though as
they aren't
that
good.
Her music kicks
ass, right from her
first release, Best of
Me, which features
Jadakiss of The Lox and was produced by
Switz Beatz. It combines edgy street savy
lyrics from Jadakiss with the beautiful voice
that Mya possesses and the crazy beats that
Swizz Beau is known for. The song has a
message as well. Don't let temptation get the
best of you.

THE BETTER LIFE
Republic/Universal

Takin'Me Over is a fun song featuring Left
Eye. This song is very enjoyable to listen to
and had my head nodding to the beats.
No Tears On My Pillow reminds me very
much of the song she sang on her last CD
, where she pretty much said that if you died
she wouldn't give a damn. This song just lets
her ex know that even though he broke up
with her or did her wrong, she isn't going to
cry over it.
One song, Lie Detector has some corny
lyrics and a corny plot to the song, but it is
very catchy and upbeat featuring Beenie Man.
The chorus is
fast and furious'
and
Mya's
voice is soothing and enjoyable to listen to.
but what's with
this slipping a
. lie detector to
see if a man is
cheating on his
~-woman?
That
is pretty lame,
but hey, the
song is pretty
cool
too.
Strange paradox.
Mya has so
much to give to the music industry. While her
star has shined brightly, she hasn't blown up
like she should. This CD has the ability to
propel her career to the next level. Mya better get over her fear of flying. because her
career is about to fly off the charts, and she
isn't coming down anytime soon.

3 Doors Down. a four- piece alternative rock
band consisting of singer-drummer Brad
Arnold, bassist Todd Harrell, and guitarists
Chris Henderson and Matt Henderson, have
broken out of the Biloxi, Mississippi music
scene with their hit Kryptonite. In my opinion, it is one of the best modem rock songs to
hit the radio i~ a long time. The lyrics were
written during algebra class in senior year.
Kryptonite starts off with three chords broken
up into individual notes, which are also played
throughout the verses. The chorus uses distort-

By Kin Ping Koo
xtrmntr
Astralwerks
Thick, throbbing. violent beats from Ki/l All

Hippies
open
~p
this album,
crescendoing without
any rhyme
or reason.
Accelerator
is just a
bunch
of
static and
feedback,
and the rest
of
the
a I bum
doesn't get
much better. It teases
with
Blood Money and Keep Your Dreams, when
they calm down enough to connect sounds that
flow rather than antagonize each other, but
even then Blood Money is catatonic-inducing.
InseetRoyalty returns to chaotic tunes and
bone jarring beats and just screams at you, just
like the rest of the album.
The .--".only worthy song on.. this
album
is Blood..
p_.- ....
..-

By Jon Minners
also seems too innocent to be the next "I'rn
not that innocent," girl that is Britney Spears.
The songs aren't upbeat and don't offer much
to hold your attention. Nothing catchy, nothing entertaining and nothing worth buying.

A Matter of Taste
By Dipty Joshi"
.'

The Donkey Show
EI Flamingo
Tired of the same 01' club scene everv
Saturday night? Do you like '70s music? Do
vou
like looking
good lean hard eve
..
- at some _..
.candy? Would you like to add a touch of culture to ..your life? If ...vou answered .
ves
to .anv
..
.
of the questions then you should check out
The Donkey Show :H Club EI Flamingo.
The West Chelsea discotheque EI Flamingo
houses this off-Broadway show which is
based on Shakespeare's A Midsummer
:\ight"s Dream. Set in a carefree '70s nightclub. Club Oberon. the entire club is the
staue, and throughout
the show the characters~
.
move about the two level club. giving the
audience a truly interactive experience. One
of my friends got a huge kiss from one of the
scantily clad male dancers- a definite entertainment plus. Theater buffs that love to dance
\\ ill enjoy bumping and grinding to tunes like
I Love the Nightlife. lou Sexy Thing and
other' 70s classics.
Members of the cast say that the '70s serves
as the perfect backdrop for A Midsummer
~ight"s Dream. Rachel Benbow Murdy, who
plays both Oberon and Mia. says the main
reason for this unlikely pairing is that both the
~

-

-

nre

play and disco years were about undiluted
extravagance. The trend these days is to
update Shakespearean classics to make them
contemporaneous.
So~e things are better left untouched. I was
horrified to see "love-in-idleness" be transformed into a narcotic like crack. However.
the show has some undisputable pluses. The
show is definitely fun. from the wardrobes
(which consist of butterfly-collared shirts.
frosted lipstick. hip-buggers, and tiny. tight
shorts for the firm bodied men). to the cast
singing along to period disco numbers. To
add to this is the wonderful irony that the cast
is predominantly female. Victorian theatres
forbade women from performing on stage.
The show climaxes when Tytania sleeps
v, ith the donkey.
Now, Tytania never has
intercourse with the donkey in Shakespeare's
version, but as with the music, that has been
updated in this production as well.
All in all, if you are in the mood for something new and zany then go right ahead and
watch The Donkey Show. However. if you
feel you might be offended by the fact that in
addition to making the donkey the centerpiece
of this timeless classic (all Puck does is nod
his head), then by all means avoid tlu.s show
like you would avoid arsenic.
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Belasc&Tbeatre
111West44tbStr~t

Wow! Go with the flow! We' are taken back
in time to the'year January .9, 1904, to Gabriel
Conroy's Christmas party, the feast of
Epiphany in Dublinchers, This is a brilliant
musical play. His music loving aunts and
teachers Julia, Katie, Morgan and Mary Jane
prepared and gave this feast. They have food,
drink, hospitality, dancing and fellowship
t here.

To himself: Gabriel says," The world I've
come to think is like the surface of a frozen
lake. We walk along, we slip, we try to keep
our balance and not to fall. One day there's a
crack and so we-learn that underneath lIS -is an

" 'guests·singssome,songs~Aghost errters and

tmfdCkS., her paSt·thoughts-middJe.;aged journalist. N~vi Gabriel realized that her former
boyfflet\(i'bas ah()ldon her life. '
,"The:>(ovcly:.Irish music by composer
SHAJtN DAVEY provided a bridge between
thePresent and tbe past. It seemed that this
~' of the dead pulsed with theatrical
life~t~play was-gentle, unsentimental, senOU5, lively;' open-ended but very satisfying.
Conseqtlently~ I was struck with insight of
life,dea",th and space. ,
The acting, setting, sound, lighting, props,
music, design, director; composer, costumes,
actorS'. 'were excellent. I particulary like

Christopher Walken as the ghost like Gabriel
' ,. ~~~,~f ~~~~~~~at:l~i,l1~presen.c.~ and his
narration, In turn; Blair Brown asGretta sings
unimaginable depth". Does the ice crack and
withvibf'ant: appeaJand presents a, wann and
open up to Gabriel later that snQWY night?
g~natured'woman to the audience. She
Does he learn his wife's distant past and her
cuts'a rugwith:DashiellEaveS. '
secret'? These are questions that you'll have to
This. play willenchant, thrill and surprise
answer yourself after you see this play;
.
yOU-With its depth • and thrills. So, hurry on
The original cast includes Christopher
,,'
'"
Walken~ Bltli, Brown, Stephen, Spinellil,
,over to. 44th Street and' Sixth Avenue for an
Slllly Ann Howes, 'Marni ,Nixon,. Alice
Irish.trem. Tickets are priced' from $25-$75
Ripley, Emily Skinner; DaisyandEligen,and<e:atl t>epurchasedthrough Telechargeat
BrUm Dllvin, P4ddyC,oftarid.JohnKeUl~
(2t2?23~6200.Sit back and relax with the
, His~i~, G~ r~ca1ls .l:1er lo.ng.bwi~::,~~, "" ,,1)e.adJ::;:;\;,
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M U C H
Improvement.
But
they
did
excel with
humor about
women and
masturbation.

The
Bloodhound
Gang surely
_
is one band which knows how to treat their
fans right. Not only do they add much sexual
humor to their music, but they have major
audience participation at their shows. They
played mostly songs from their new album,

first place.
Sad I y.

even with
appearances by

The
Chemical
Brothers
and
Bernard
Sumner of
New
Order, this
album is
one desperate cry
for help. I
cried out
.. Goo d
God what is this crap?" after listening to it.
Fans should be dissappointed with this new
album. It does not resemble their previous
sound at all. If this is the music they produce.
then no wonder they call themselves Primal
Scream. With songs like Swastika Eyes and
Kill all Hippies. it's nothing but clamorous
screams.

By Jeffrey Belsky
THE MAN WHO
Epic/Independiente

HOORAY FOR BOOBIES. Nothing shows
their high self-esteem more than the opening
song's (Magna Cum Nada) chorus ("Always
gonna be most likely to suck"). After, Evil
Jared Hasselhoff (bass) offered $100 to
someone who could drink a case of Dr.
Pepper without spilling anything. I Hope You
Die and Mope revved up the crowd. and girls
joined the band onstage to sing along to
Three Point One Four (with the song being
about the female anatomy, it's no wonder). A
few girls flashed their breasts to the crowd,
some voluntarily, and some gave into vocalist/guitarist Jimmy Pop ~ request. Here and
there you saw a mic stand or an empty water
bottle being thrown, and it was one of the
weirdest shows I've ever been to. Many songs
were about Pop's fantasies, like The Ballad
of Chasey Lain and I Wish I Was Queer So
I Could Get
Chicks (off
their second
CD,
ONE
FIERCE
BEE R
COASTER).
If you're
looking for a
good
time,
want to hear
X-rated
humor set to
good music,
and want to
, ;:;' see
boobs
without
the
hassle of going to a peep show, then go to one
.of Bloodhound Gang's performances. You
won't be disappointed (And by the way, the

~

Travis is the opening act on Oasis' tour, and
one of the bestselling
Scottish
rock acts to sell big
in Britain. THE
MAN WHO starts
off with Writing
to Reach You,
which sounds like
Oasis in a number
of ways. First, the
guitar
chords
remind the listener
of Wonderwall,
and singer Fran
Healy says in the fourth line, "And what's a

wonderwall anyway?" The CD is very. VERY
mellow. It is almost as if Travis rehearses on
the lakeshore every day, which gives this
album its feel. You can hear Radiohead in
their voices, but
Travis is just
too boring and
slow to listen to.
Some melodies
and lyrics are
nice and warm.
such as Why
Does It Always
Rain On Me?
but Travis needs
to step on the
gas pedal quite
a bit if they
want to stay on the road of success.

Bell Book And Great Music
By Jon Minners
I received this CD and didn't think much of
it at first. I receive hundreds of CDs from
unknown groups and usually, I Iike none of
them. With a name like Bell Book & Candle,
I didn't think anything would be different.
Yet Bell Book & Candle isn't actually a bad
name. It's one of those names that you'll
actually remember after listening to their
music. Germany loved them, and I can see
why. Their music sounds a lot like that of the
Cranberrit!S. JIINl Gross has a voice very
similar to Dolo,~s O'Riordtm of the
Cranberries. In fact, she sounded so similar, I
had to look at the CD and see exactly who she
was.
This CD is upbeat and very entertaining.
The CD, READ MY SIGN, was an immediate success in Germany and ATLANTIC
RECORDS is hoping that the success can be
duplicated in the states.

kid never finished drinking the Dr. Pepper's.)
.-
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Travis: 510"" R'oad'To S·uccess

By Jeffrey Belsky

Slowly and slowly. my friend and I made our
way into the Roseland Ballroom, after wa-iting
in a line stretching a block and a half long.
After that long wait, the fans were treated to a
great show with three opening bands. First up
was Isabelle's Gift. a Southern group displaying the Confederate flag. You can play metal
and try to be like Lynyrd Skynyrd. but
Isabelle's Gift can't do either. They ended with
Poison ~ Talk Dirty to Me, and British Band
A was up next. They were one of the worst
bands I've ever seen. Before starting to play
one of the remaining songs, the singer said,
"This next song is # I in Germany" (but here in
the US, Billboard will laugh in its face).
Nerfherder. a humorous punk band, was the
final opener.
Their music
is like Blink182,
but
nee d s

Money, It's drum n' bassy and utilizes intercsting jazzy layers and sounds to produce the
only glimmer of an explanation for how Primal
Scream might have landed a record deal in the

~

Hooray For Boobies Pt. 2:
Bloodhound Gang In Concert
April 22, 2000
Roseland Ballroom

...

Emitting a Primal Scream

The Next Britney Spears?
They call her the next Britney Spears, but
Hoku is nothing like her. The music is not as
nice, and it is definitely not as catchy or entertaining. Another Dumb Blonde is an excellent song. but the other songs on the CD fail to
live up to the standard that song' sets. Hoku'

ed power chords. and is about Iiving up to peopie's expectations. Unfortunately, that is the
only song that sticks out. and is one of the reasons why that song is the album's opener, Just
like you see all the funny parts of a movie in
commercials. and when you see the movie you
are disappointed, the same applies to this CD.
Produced by PAUL EBERSOLD (Sister
Hazel) THE BETTER LI FE is straight up
rock n ' roll. but you'd expect more from a CD
mixed by TOBY WRIGHT (Korn, Alice In
Chains). Loser might be released sometime
soon as another single. b~t dont expect much
from the rest of the album,

.J -..",.

~

From the sounds of it, I think it will. Songs
like Rescue Me (Let Your Amazement
Grow) reaJly show what this album is about.
Great music and-an upbeat tempo. The songs
deal with simple things like love and companionship. Destiny was even written by Sheryl
Crow. Although she never recorded it, Bell
Book & Candle shows her why she should
have.
Yeah, I get a lot of CDs from unknown
artists, and they usually stay at the office.
Bell Book & Candle's CD~ Read My Sign is
coming home with me and staying in my CD
collection. I recommend everyone else do the
same.
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The Rock Rage Continues With POD and Project 86
'P.O.D. By Jeffrey Belsky
THE FUNDAMENTAL ELEMENTS OF
SOUTHTOWN
Atlantic
Almost a quarter million copies
this debut by
P.O.D.
a
Christian
rapmetal band from
San Diego, have
been sold. The
success is due to
the
single.
Southtown.
inspired by the
area they grcv..· up
in. Sonny. the
vocal ist
and
cousin of Wuv
(drums), sounds
I ike Lajon Witherspoon of Sevendust when
he yells. and guitarist Marcos Curiel uses a

Project 86 By Jon Minners
variety of effects. including wah. flanger, distortion. and chorus. Lie Down. has a strong
rap-metal vocal feel, and Set Your Eyes to
Zion sounds like some
material from the Long
Beach Dub Allstars,
with its laid-back reggae
aka
feel.
P.O.D.,
Payable On Death,
noisily
cover
U2's
Bullet the Blue Sky.
and speak a lot about Jah
and other religious topics. Sonny also looks a
lot like Rage Against
the Machine s Zack de
la Rocha. but has a flow
of his own. Overall, the
CD is alright for a start.
but unlike Rage, they
will have to work on
their material if they plan on staying in this
business.

Project 86 came out of nowhere and while
bands like POD were being touted as the next
Rage Agilinst the Machine~ Project 86 may
actually be.
Like POD.
this
band
comes
from
Atlantic
Records with a
hard core edge
that combined
with an aggressive rap style
and a little bit
of Death Metal
thrown in for fun, makes for
an overall elecheart
tric.
thumping
sound. Project
86 may be the end of all projects to come. No
Project 87 necessary. This band gets it right.

Eclectic Music: Shivaree Makes It Work
By Jon Minners
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Up-tempo beats and a hard edge sound pumps
your adrenaline up like Rage. Tool and Slip
KlUJt have also done. Songs like One-Armed
Man really show what
this band is capable of.
I enjoyed the music
tremendously.
and
while I can go without
all the loud screaming
that I can't understand.
they didn't overdo it
and kept it cool.
I
know I enjoyed listening to about an hour's
worth of music as I lifted weights. It may
have helped me get a
few more reps out.
Project 86 is a different kind of music, and
anyone into the hard
rock, death metal, rock-rap scene should definitely give this one a listen to.
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THE CLASSIC WESTERN GETS AKICK IN THE PANTS.

Another Jewel In The Rough
By Jon Minners
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If one word can be used to describe Capitol
Records' new est band Shivaree, that word
\.. ould be eclectic.
With a hybrid of country. jazz. pop and
blues, the group led by Ambrosia Parsley,
COHrs a wide range of st} les in their album.
strangely titled. J OUGHTA GIVE YOU A
SHOT IN THE HEAD FOR MAKING ME

This band may go unheard of. but
they shouldn't. While most singers
follow a formula Shivaree follows
their own. This works very well for
them. showcasing the tremendous
singing talents Parsley has.
Songs include I Don't Care, Pimp
and Daring Lousy Guy. As soon as
I listened to the CD. I thought this
group was a little weird. As each
song went by I didn't know what to
think. Each song separates itself
from the last. The only group I can
remember being like that was
Blondie.
Shivaree deserves the type of success Blondie had in the past. They
have a kind of music that can be played on
many music stations and offer something different for all music fans.
Shivaree should not be overlooked the next
time) ou go to the music store. If you do, you
may get a shot in the head from Parsley herself. That wouldn't be good.

Methods Of Crap
By Jeffrey Belsky
Plenty of tickets were still available before
this h~.:hum concert even started. Hispanic
rap group the Filthee Immigrants opened up
the evening with around five worthless songs
from their debut album (they also are featured
on a track from Methods of Mayhem's debut.
titled Proposition F*** You. Next up came
seven-member group Crazy Town. who by far
had the best set of the evening. Led by the
vocals of Shifty Shellshock (Seth Binzeri and
Bret "Epic" Mazur, they
tore through around ten
songs from THE GIFT
OF
GAME.
their
Columbia debut, The electronic B-Boy 2000 and the
hit Toxic show that eXT
can go from/ guitarless
\- erses to distorted choruses with ease. Other songs
on the set list. including
Butterfly and Revolving
Door show the softer side
of these hard working
Californians without losing their edge.
Waiting a half hour
between each act is
enough to get all the guitars and instruments in tune. but the crowd of
barely 500 had to wait forty-five minutes for
Tommy Lee's new rap-rock group, Methods
of Mayhem. to set up. Was it worth it? Hell
no. Lee entered the stage alone. and opened
up his group's set with a little unaccompanied
drumming, but it was almost all downhill
from there. 1110, the main MOM vocalist (and
one of the ugliest people you'll ever see) then
entered the stage dressed in a yellow MOM tshirt. an orange jacket. and fluorescent green

rubber bands (to hold his reddish braids) to
rap on Metamorphosis. Excuse me, did I say
"rap?" Oh, I meant "lip-sync." A nice chunk of
the show was lip-synched, except for when
Tilo had to adlib on New Skin (to make up for
Kid Rock's guest spot). and on Wbo the Hell
Cares (to make up for Snoop Dogg's guest
appearance). Maybe the stage setup took so
long because they were in the Virgin
Megastore buying their own CD, because the
pre-recorded OAT
(Digital Audio Tape)
wasn't working. (hey.
who' would want to
pull a Milli VaniIli?)
They sounded horrible onstage. but they
sound much better on
CD. Who the Hell
Cares. the opening
track from their selftitled MCA debut.
needed less of a distortion level, because
it drowned out the
vocals. Tommy Lee
ACTUALLY
did
sing the chorus to
that song.
Was there anything that stood out during
their set? Surprise guest and fellow New
Yorker Lil' Kim. dressed in a white tube stop
and no bra. came in and rapped during the
hormone-laced Get Naked. (which is appropriate. 'since she partially lifted up her shirt).
That was about the only thing NOT prerecorded. Lee and co. played a shorter set than
CXT. because they knew when to stop. They
say "quality is better than quantity." but these
guys can't do either.

What is the meaning of life? Hell if I
know, but at least someone is trying to
figure it out. Tara MacLean asks you to
be a passenger on her ride through life in
a collection
o
f
songs
t hat
de a I s
wit h
human
nature,
pol itic s ,
em 0t i ons,
and
v

I 0 -

lence.
If you
I ike
Jewel,
you are going to want to get your hands
on this.
Tara MacLean is a new artist, and is
releasing her second CD, the first for a
major record company
(Capitol
Records). The CD, entitled PASSENGER shows its strength in the tremendous voice talents of the new Canadian
singer. Her voice is captivating and
beauty only matched by her looks. This
26-year-old Jewel-like star in the making
shows that she can hold her own and
should have been on center stage at
Lillith Fair, instead of playing second to
stars like Sara McLaughlin.
Passenger is a story. Every song tells a

story with a meaning that should be taken
to heart. The first single is probably the
best song of them all and was featured on
the TEACHING MRS. TINGLE
album. If I
Fall is one
song
that
should definitely
be
given a listen
to as it showcases
ner
voice
wonderfully. The
title
track.
Passenger
deals
with

·St.a:'flll N0:),(
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forgiveness,
and while it

Grand. !Finafe

isn't the best
track on this
CD~ it is definiteIy worth a
listen. One of my favorite tracks on this
CD is Dry Land, which I listened to
twice to get the full meaning. It deals
with youth violence and is a beautiful
song with an important message. There
is even a song about drug addiction in the
first track, Jericho.
MacLean is topical and thoughtful in
her words. Her messages are important.
and her singing is a thing to behold. She
can even sing in French, and does so in
one track. Take that Celine Dion. There
is a new star on the horizon. and the ride
to superstardom seems imminent for
MacLean. If you like Jewel, give this CD
a try and become a passenger on that ride.
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Answers from the last crossword

Female Deejays Show The
Men How It's Done

2

1

B
14
A
17

By Jon Minners
I like dance music. I don't like it that
much, but I do like it. So, when I popped
in the new CD from this new OJ group,
called Alice Deejay, I didn't even know
what to expect. I didn't even know they
were behind the hit. Better Off Alone. I
love that song, and was primed to hear
what else this hot group .had to offer on
this CD, entitled WHO NEEDS GUITARS ANYWAY?
I was not disappointed. The songs are
fast paced. and the voices are hot and
entertaining. The music is catchy and
there is a lot of energy in each song. This
all-girl Deejay group really knows how
to put music together. Like the headline
says, they show the men how its done.
Now, for the bad stuff. See, I don't like
dance music so much that it is all I listen

&Si:~~g

S
20
H

to. So, while this CO was good, it wasn't
as good as some other dance CDs that
have actually made the Jon Minners list
of CDs I listen to when I workout.
While, I did like the songs, I just thought
a lot of it was too repetitious for me.
Songs sounded too much alike for my
taste.
As repetitious as it was. there were
three or four songs that were really worth
the price of this CD. As you aJI know. if
there are four songs that are good, the CD
is worth the price. That's the Minners
way. Also, my girlfriend is really into
dance music and she thoroughly enjoyed
this CD. I will probably never see it
again. So, if you like dance music, give
this CD a try. Just don't let your significant other get a hand on it.
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